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REPORT 

ON THE 

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF JANUARY 2 2 ~ ~ ,  1898. 

O N  the  17th  February 1897, the  Surveyor General of India addressed the  Astronomer Royal 
enquiring in what way the  Survey Department could assist in observing the  total  eclipse 
of the sun which mas to take place in India on the  22nd Jauuary 1998, and offering, subject t o  
the approval of the Government of India, the services of skilled observers and the  use of certain 
instruments belonging to the  Depal-tmeut which had been employed in observing ~ rev ious  total  
ec:lipses. Among the latter mas meutioued an equatorially-mounted camera which had been used 
to  obtain photogral~hs of the  corona at the total eclipses occuring in 1871 and 1875, aud which 
only required a drivinz clock to be again made serviceable. I n  due course a l.eply was received 
from Captain E .  H. Rills, R.E., Secretary to the Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee of t he  
ltoyal Society and the Royal Astronomical Society, in the  last paragraph of which he wrote as 
follows :- 

"Wi th  reference to the  instraments which you have n~entioned as being available, we do not 
see our way to utilisiug any of them, as me have already as many instruments as the  observers 
can employ to advantage. It would, however, be extremely desirable that  an  attempt to photo- 
graph the corona should be made at a point on the  more northerly portion of the line, say near 
Patna, and if you could arrange so to utilize the equatorially-mounted camera that  you mention, 
i t  ~ ~ o u l d  be of distiuct advautage to science. Shonld you see your way to doiug this, me should 
be happy to send you suggestions as to how the instrument might be employed to the  best 
advantage." The Surveyor General thereupon directed me to examiue the camera and ascer- 
tain wllat mould be required to put i t  in thorough working order. Later on I received 
instrnctions to organize a small party from the  Photographic and Lithographic Office to proceed 
to Bihar in Jauuary to obtain photographs of the corona mith the instrutnent in question. 

2 .  The equatorial camera had been used on the occasions of two previous total solar eclipses. 
It mas purchased origiually by the Government of India for the purpose of photographing the  
corona a t  the eclipse of 1Y71, at Dodabetta, on the Nilgiris, and mas employed by Mr. Hennessey 
and Captaiu (now Colonel) Tlraterhouse mith success on that  occasion, mheu met collodion plates 
wcre used. It was again employed for the same purpose by the  party under Captain Waterhouse 
which proceeded to Camorta, in the  Nicohars, to photograph the eclipse of April Gth, 1Y75, when, 
however, the operatious were unfortunately unsuccessfi~l owing to bad meather. Ou examination 
of the instrument i t  mas found to be iu fairly good order, only requiring to have a driving clock 
adjusted to i t  (the clocl<s previously used havi~lg  been received on loan and returned), and certain 
additions made to  facilitate its adjustment iu the meridia~l. A suitable driving clock was pro- 
cured from the Trigonometrical Branch Office, D e b s  Dun, where a spare one, used for driving 
the large photo-heliogral~h, was fortunately available, and i t  was found to answer its purpose 
admirably. The work of fitting up the camera and adjusting and rating the  clock was entrusted 
to hir. T. R. Theakston, of the Riathematical Instrument Office, hy whom also a telescope and 
striding level were attached to its polar axis, to enable i t  to be adjusted with accuracy in any 
latitude, and a small telescopic finder mas added. The lens used on the two previous occasions 
wxs no longer availat~le ; but among the  lenses in use in the Pl~otogaphic  Office was a precisely 
similar one, which was fouud to fit the camera exactly. It is a large doublet by Dallmeyer, with 
n workinfi apertl~re of three inches and a focal length of about thirty inches, and i t  gives an 
imaqe of the sun about five-sixteenths of an inch in diameter. The lens had a rack and pinion 
a t l j i ~ s t m c ~ ~ t  for focnssing, hut ns a similar arrangement for focussing existed a t  the  camera end 
of the instrument i t  was t l~ough t  better to fix the focus of the lens by clamping a brass ring around 
it. 'I'hc dark slidcs previously used were still available. They consisted of six single mahogany 
slides, made originally for wet plates, and as this number was iusufficient I had six more exactly 
similar ones made up Ily our own carpenters. Each slide bad a spring screwed into the inner 
edge on the right hand side, inorder that  all the plates might be pushed firmly against the  left 



edge of the slide and thus receive the image of the moon in exactly the same relative position 
upon each, At one time the idea was entertained of constructing two or t,hree slides made to 
hold four each, so that after each exposure a fresh plate could a t  ouce be slid in front 
of the lens, %nd the loss of valuable time in changing plates thus obviated. But as I was advised 
that a comparatively small number of fairly long exposures would be most likely to give suc- 
cessful I abandoned this intent~on and adhered to the old single slides, which I found 
with constant practice could be easily removed, changed, and opened in the space of three seconds. 

3. The instrument, when put in thorough working order, was removed from the Rfathe- 
rnatical Instrument Office to the upper verandah of the Photographic and Lithographic Office 
in September 1891, and thereafter frequent rehearsals were held and many photo:raphs taken of 
the moon and stars, in order to ascertain that the clock maintained its rate of working, to obtain 
the correct solar focus, and to familiarize the observers with their parts in the eclipse programme. 
As I had had no previous experience of eclipse photography, and required information as to the 
exposures to be given, speed of plates to be used, and various other minor details, I  laced 
myself in communication with Captain Hills, sending him a photograph of the instrument and 
all necessary particulars regarding the lens, &c., together with my own sotr ewhat crude idem 
on the subject, and asked for his advice. To this Captain Hills most kindly sent me the follow- 
ing reply, dated October 8th, 1891 :- 

" In  reply to yours of September 14th, enquiring details as to the photography of the solar 
corona, I have much pleasure in giving you the following illformation :- 

" (i).-The equatoriallp-mounted camera, of which you send me the ~hotograph, appears to  
be a well designed instrument, and one mith which yon are likely to oLtaiu valuable results. 

" (ii).-As the instrument is apparently not provided with graduated circles for the purpose 
of adjustment, the fo l lo~ing  procedure should be adopted :-The camera should be removed and 
a small theodolite temporarily fixed in its place a t  the end of the polar axis, the horizontal plate 
of the theodolite being fixed central and perpendicular to the polar axis. The telescope of this 
theodolite can be regarded as an equatorial, the horizoutal arc being the hour circle, and the 
vertical arc the declination circle. The whole instrument can then be adjusted in the usual 
way, vide Chauvenet, Vol. 11, page 379, et seq. There is, however, a simpler method for the 
adjustment of an equatorial in the field described in Monthly Notices, R. A. S., Vol. IJVII ,  page 
102, 1891 January. The instrument should be adjusted with a limitillg error of about three 
minutes of arc. 

" (iii).-The number of plates that you propose to use is too great. Seven will be found 
ample. Make them in the following order :- 

" 2  5 15 10 20 5 2 seconds. 
"The sum of these is 50 seconds. Cbanging s l id~s  sllould not take Inor? than 6 seconds 

each, or 36 seconds in all, leaving 5 seconds spare. There is no partic:ular object iu using more 
than one sort of plate. The best that you can use are ' Ilford Empress' or, failing these, ' Ilford 
Special Hayid,' developed either with pyro soda or eikonogen. 

" (iv).-It is necessary that the ori~ntation of the plate should he determiued mith approxi- 
mate accuracy. This may be done in a variety of ways. The camera shoultl he clamped up 
in the same position as it will occupy at  the eclipse, and a serirs of itmazes of the sun taken 
with a pinhole aperturu on the day before the eclipse. Or a set of star-trails ]nag I)e taken 
across the plate. Perhaps on the whole the best method t o  adopt is to clamp up the camer* 
immetlintely after the eclipse and leave it  untouched till night, when a fresh plate can be put 
in and exposed to  star3 for an hour or so, thus getting a series oE trails across the plate. A 
similar star plate h d  also better be taken on the night hefore in case of cloud on the followiug 
night. In order that the measuremellts on different plates may Le comparable t h y  should be 
in exxt ly the same position on the slide. Say for instance tI1:l.t the south and west edges of 
the ~ l a h s  are always placed tight against the side of thc dide. Thc slides will not, of course, 
be abuol~~tely identical, and the orient~tion plate should therclore be taken in one of the same 
slides as are used for the eclipse. 

" (v).-All the ~ l a t e s  should he backed. This is best done with a solution of asphalt in 
benzole, which can be partially scraped off before development. 

" (vi).-It is very essential that the camera should be focussed with critical accuracy. 
TWO metl~ods are available. 

" (a). By ~jho togaphin~  star-trails. This is quite satisfactory, but of course dependent 
on weather. 

" ( b ) .  By reflexion. Arrange a slide with half a plate in position and in the othrr 
half of theslide make a small aperture filled with n, piece oE wire gn,uzc which 
is in the ~ l n n e  of the sensitive surface of thc l'lacc thc c4:l.tncm., 1en.q 
downwards, over a mercury bath. The gauze bcinq illnmiuntetl, thc ra.tner:i 
can be so arranged that its reflecttctl ima:c is t,hrow11 on the I)lelt,c and cn.11 
thus be photo~raphod. When this imago is in focus the camera is in focus 
for a distant object. 

" (vii).-Be very careful to note down all details a t  the tirnc. A time liceper should l,o 
who will book the exact time, referred to the commencement of totality of zero, of 

the openine and closing of the shutter for each plate. Each pln.te nhonl~l have a lahcl panted 
On it ~ i v i l l ~  all details. The E. and W. edge shoultl be marked ;cud thc referring edgc for 
orientatioll, and the number of the slide sho~Lld he givcll," 



W i t h  reference to  para. (ii) of this letter, a somewhat simpler method of d j u s t i n g  the  
camera in t he  field, suggested by Major General C. Strahan, R.E., Surveyor General of India, 
was eventually decided on, as  will be descl.ibed hereafter. As regards para. (iii), Captain Hills' 
progralnrne of exposures was fiually adopted, though a t  the  actual time of the  eclipse a trifling 
change was made by accident in the first exposure, which was probably for t he  better. The 
remaining ins t~ .uct~ons  were carried out to  the  letter. As previous observers seemed to agree 
tha t  only of the  utmost sensitiveness should be used, I selected the  " llford Special 
Rapidn brand, made by the  U~i tanuia  C\'orks Company, London, and on the  10th  November 
I wrote to  this firm asking them to  specially prepare and send me, by  the  mail of t he  10 th  
December, twelve dozen plates, 5" x 5" in size, coated with t he  most sensitive emulsion they 
could make. This order was complied with. The plates arrived on the  3rd January, 
each box packed in an air-tight t in  case ; and of t he  five dozen plates opened and used during 
rehearsals on the  moon and stars and on the  eclipse itself, each one was found to be in perfect 
condition, for which I am greatly indebted to the  Britannia Company. 

4. The selection of the  stat.ion of observation was a matter of little difficulty. The near- 
est  point to Calcutta crossed by the  centre of the  ~ a t h  of totality lay to  t he  west of Bhojpur, a 
village about a mile from Dumraon railway station, on the  East lndia Railway. Ou my writing 
to  Mr. Char.es Fox, the Manager of t he  estates of H. H. the  Maharani of Dumraon, to  enquire 
whether any accommodation would be available for t he  party at or near Dumraon, t ha t  gentleman 
a t  once replied tha t  the Maharani would be glad to, make all arrangements for the  accommodation 
of the  party. It was then arranged tha t  1 should pay Mr.  Pox a short visit in t h e  Christmas 
holidays to  arrange preliminaries and select a suitable site for the  instrument. Accordingly I 
proceeded to  1)uniraon on the  21st December and speut a couple of days there at Mr. Fox's resi- 
dence, Bhojpur House, where i t  mas deci::ed tha t  tha t  the  point of observation should be located. 
As the  house stauds within a mile from the  ceutre of the  line of totality no better position could 
possibly be selected. During my stay Mr.  Fox kindly had a masonry pillar built for me as  a 
support for the  instrument. 'l'his \\-as about two feet square, sunk to  a depth of two feet under- 
ground. I t s  surface mas dressed with ~ o r t l a n d  cement, carefully levelled, in which t h e e  \rooden 
blocks were embedded, to enable the  heavy iron casting supporting the  camera to  be firmly bolted 
to the  pillar. I-laving made these arraugements I returned to  Calcutta on the  24th December. 

5. On the  12 th  January, the  party under my orders, consisting of t he  marginally noted 
PEI.SOJIIIE~. officers, left Calcutta for Dumraon, where we 

Mr. T. A.  Pope. ~ a s t .  Surveyor Genernl, in charge, arrived a t  midday on the  13th. Mr.  C. Little, 
Mr. H. Hawnrd, Head Asst., Photographic Office, M. A,, Professor of RiIathematics a t  the  
bIr. T. It. Theakston, A&. Mathernutleal Instrument Mnker, presidency college, who had most kindly One nntive carpenter, 
o n e  n~ltive mechnuic, voluuteered his services to  obtain t he  esact  
'I'WO cl~uprnssis. times of the  four contacts, aud Mr. G. W. 
Kuchler, 84. A., Professor of Astronomy, also accompanied us. 

6. The work of setting up the  instrument and dark-room mas a t  once poceeded with, and 
by Saturday evening, Jauuary 15th, everything was satisfactorily con~pleted. The dark-room 
was the  one constructed hy Captain Waterhouse for the C'arnorta expedition in 1375. It had been 
kept in the Office ever since, aud only required a new outer covering of canvas and red twill cloth 
inside to be as good as ever. As i t  had to stand out in t he  open compound i t  nras found neces- 
sary to corer i t  trith a large tarpaulin, aud when this was done i t  n-as perfectly l ight-t ight and 
answered its purpose admirably. Mr. Haward hat1 charge of the  dark-room and made up the  
developiug and other solutions under my orders, the  actual development of plates being done by 
myself. Mr.  Theakston's special charge \\.as the equatorial camera. I I e  set  i t  up and adjusted 
it, and was always prcscut when the  clock was running or when experimental plates were being 
exposed on the moon and stars, of which a large number had to  be taken before we could be 
~atisfied tha t  the  l e~ i s  was at correct solar focus. The method employed to adjust t he  instru- 
ment in the  meridian, so tha t  i t  should follow the  sun's motion exactly, was as follows:-Before 
i'lacing the instrument ou the pillar, a theodolite mas set up in its place and a meridian mark 
erected by its means a t  a distance of allout one h1111dretl yards to the  true north. The polar 
axis of the  equatorial was then adjusted as closely as possible in the  meridian by means of the  
telescope attached to it. The final ~ l j u s t r n e n t  was madc by bisecting the  sun's limb with the 
wires in the small finder and allowing the  clock to run for some hours. Any divergence of the  
sun from its initial position on the  wires was remedied by slightly shifting the  polar axis t o  
r ight  or left in the  elongated screw-holes provided for the purpose. After repeated slight altera- 
tions i t  was foluld tha t  the  sun 1)ractirally mniutained the same position from early morning till 
smiset,, when the  instrument was judged to be adjusted with sufficient accuracy for all practical 
1)urposes. 

7. The fivc days intervening hetaeen the  rompletion of these arran,ng.ements and the  day of 
the erlipse were devoted to constaut rehearsals of the eclipse 1)rogramme. These were held hot11 
during the day and after dark, in order to arcnstom us to working in t,he partial darkness whirll 
it n r ~  expected would prevail dnring totality, and nearly every rehearsal was carried out wit11 
the  same strict attention to sn~al l  details as n.os to he paid during the actual performance. 
Arcording to the  programme laid down for 11s hy Captain Hills in the  let,ter given in para. :j 

ahove, seven plates were to be exposet1 dnriug totality. At  the suggestion of Mr. C. i\[ichie 
Smith, (;ovt.rnment Astronomer, Madras (from whom 1 received many 116eful hints), i t  was in- 
tended to expose an eighth plate exactly a t  the  eud of totality, and a uintll as soon thereafter as 



possible, both these being rapid snap-shots by hand. The ~ e r i o d  of totality had been calculated 
for Durnraon to be exactly one hundred seconds. The programme of exposures was therefore m 
follows :- 

NO. Period Duration 
of of o f  

plate, exposure. exposure. 
... ... ... 1 ... 1st to 3rd second. 2 seconds. 

... ... 2 ... 9th to 14th do. ... 5 do. 
... ... 3 ... 20th to 35th do. ... 1 5  do. 
... ... 4 ... 4lst  to 51st do. ... 1 0  do. 
... ... ... 5 ... 56th to 77th do. 20 do. 
... ... ... 6 ... 83rd to 88th do. 5 do. 
... ... 7 ... 94th to 96th do. ... 2 do. 

... ... 8 ... ... 100th do. snap-shot. 
... ... 9 ... ... 106th do. do. 

Before each rehearsal, nine plates mere   laced in the slides, after being backed, and having the 
upper edge marked with the number of the slide on the film side. Tylar's backing solution was 
used at first, but afterwards a solution of asphalt in benzole, as recommended by Captain Hills, 
was adopted, as it  mas found easier to apply. The nine slides were then placed in order in a 
wooden box having nine compartments and a red cloth cover inside the outer lid, so that when 
the latter mas opened the slides would still be protected from direct sun-light by the red cloth up 
to the last moment before totality, when the cloth could be thrown back. Two of these boxes 
mere made up: one to hold the slides before exposure, and the other to receive them as they were 
taken from the camera. The boxes, one containing the slides and closed, and the other empty and 
open, were placed on small tables one on each side of the camera, and a chuprassi stood by each, 
one to hand me the slides in succession and the other to receive and place them in the second box 
after exposure. Mr. Haward then took up his position at  the lens to make the exposures, and I 
reserved to myself the changing, opening, and shutting of the dark slides. The clock having been 
started by Mr. Theakston, and the lens ~ointed as nearly as possible in the direction of the posi- 
tion to be occupied by the eclipsed sun, the first slide was  laced in the camera and the shutter 
opened, while the chu~rassi stood by to hand me the second slide when required. The seconds 
were counted for us by Babu Ram Chander Chakrararti, of the Meteorological Office, Calcutta, 
who accompanied Mr. Little and volunteered his services in this capacity. I-Ie sat a t  a table near 
the camera with a chronometer, and on receiving the word from me began to count " noughts". 
After allowing him to count nouqhts for a few seconds, I gave the signal for the commencement 
of totality by covering one of his noughts with the word "one", distinctly uttered, but without 
any warning, on which the Bahu, instead of counting another nought, counted "two", and 
continued counting until told to cease after the last exposure. This duty he performed exceedingly 
methodically and well, never making a mistake aEter the first few rehearsals. The word "oneJ1, 
uttered by me, mas the signal for Mr. Haward to expose the first plate. No cap was used for 
this purpose, hut a circular piece of zinc sheeting, ahout twelve inches in diameter, let into a 
wooden handle and resembling a fan, which was held lightly against the hood of the open lens 
horn the moment the first slide mas inserted in the camera. At the word "oneJ', the fan 
was instantly removed, anc.1 again replaced the instant the Bahu counted "three ", thus giving 
two seconds exposure. The shutter of the first slide was then quickly pushed back aud the slide 
withdrawn and handed to the chuprassi with the empty box, who laid it  in its place and stood 
rmly to receive the next. The second slide was in the same moment placed in my hands by the 
other chnprassi, inserted in the camera and the shutter withdrawn. All this only occupied three 
or four seconds, so that there were usually at least two seconds to spare before the word "uine" 
was reached and the second exposure had to be made, hut the operations required a combination 
of smartness and lizhtnese of touch that was only acquired after considerable practice. Any 
sticking of the shuttrr, or fumbling, would result in the correct moment of exposure going by and 
thus vitiate the whole rvhearsal, which had to he commenced again ~ l e  ?LOCO.  To make them 
slip easily into the camera, thwefore, the edges of the slides were kept well polished with pow- 
dered graphite. At the end OF thp seventh exposure, which closed at  the ninety-sixth second, 
the lnanlpulations had to be ~erformed with still greatpr speed in order to secure the snap-shot 
simllltsneously with the re-appearance of the sun at the hundredth second. However, with 
practice this could he managed without difficulty. After the rehearsal, the clock was slopped 
and the slidcbox removed to t h ~  dark-room for development of the plates. 

The above description of our rcbearsals has bern recorded in somewhat minute detail in the 
ho~e t l l a t  it m:ly po.ssibly he of use to others engaged in similar operations at  some future time. 

8. In  order to test the focus oE t,he lens, star-tarail plates were taten almost every night. 
This was done tly $acing a backed $ate in a slide and exposing it for half an hour in the camera, 
t,he lens hein!: ~ointed to the 8ky and the instrument clamped tight. The  tars crossing the 
field of  the lene d u 1 . k  espobure left a faint trail across the plate, which, on enam~nat.ion with a 
st~.on?: me\-ifier, *l~o~\.cd whether the focus ~vas corrc~ct or not. The same means was adopted 
to rliscover n11cl.hi.r the opellin~ of the darlc slirlc cnnsctl any tremor or vibrsl.ion to the insl.r~l- 
n l ~ n t  durlnr the c.nsulnl: exposure. In  the course or the half hour's exposl1l.e to the st:m the 
shutter was closed and opened several times, and it was found that unless this was done with the 







utmost delicacy of toucll there would always be a distinct "Iiink" in the  h a i l  i m r n e ~ l i s t c l ~  af ter  
the  brealc caused by the rnorncutary closing of the shutter. The vil,rat,ion appeared to last ouly 
an  instant, however, and there could be no doubt that  it; ceased entirely during the  two or three 
seconds elapsing betnreen the opening of the  shutter and the  uncovering of the  lens a t  the  giveu 
times laid down in the eclipse programme. 

9. Tlle morning of the  22nd broke bright and clear, ant1 t,hroughout the day there was 
not a cloud in the sky. There was a remarkable absence of dust in the  air also, and all the 
conditions mere most favourable. The interval between the first external aud the first i n t e r ~ a l  
contact was oocupied in making final preparations, and shortly before totality the clock \\,as 

by Mr. Thealtston and the  observers took their places. Watching the  progress of the  
moon through a pair of dark binoculars, I waited till the crescent of the  sun had almost dis- 
appeared, and then gave the word to Babu R. C. Chakravarti to begin counting noughts. It 
mas expected that  the  shadow of the moon, which, according to the publisl~ed accounts of pre- 
vious total eclipses, should have been seen sweeping upon us from the  south-n~est, would have 
given us an  unmistakeahle warning of the  commencement of totality. The shadow, I~o~reve r ,  
disappoiuted us on this occasion, as i t  was perfectly invisible; and i n  waiting for i t  I started 
late and gave the word "one" exactly three seconds after totality had commenced. This would 
have been of no consequence if totality had lasted the full one hundred seconds, as my pro- 
gramme gave me five seconds to  spare a t  the end of totality. Tbe whole programme was then 
gone through, as described in para. 7, without a hitch, except that  I closed the shutter 
of the dark slide a second too soon in the  first exposure, thus  giving only one ir~stead of two 
seconds as intended, a mistake which I have no reason to regret, as the  red prominences in the  
chromosphere are more marked in this negative than in ally of the  others. Having lost three 
seconds at the  beginning, the  seventh and last exposure during totality (two seconds) comment- 
ed at the  niuety-seventh and ended a t  t he  ninety-ninth second of totality, and according to the  
calculations which had been supplied me, which gave the  period of totality a t  Dumraon as one 
hundred seconds, there should have been a full second to spare after the  closing of the  slide. 
To my surprise, however, a brilliant point of sunlight flashed out from hehind the  black disc of 
the moon a t  the  ninety-eighth second, just before the slide was closed, and this negative was 
conscqucntly spoilt and no trace of the  corona appears upon it. The last two exposures were 
made as quickly as possible after the  re-appearance of the sun, but no results of any value were 
obtained thereby. 

The actual exposures given mere as follows :- 
No. Period Duralion 
of of 

plate. exposcre. 
of 

ezpos~dre. 

1 ... ... 4th to 5 th  second. ... ... 1 second. 
2 ... ... 12Lh to 17th do. ... ... 5 do. 
3 ... ... 23rd to 3Sth do. ... ... 1 5  do. 
4 ... ... 44.t.h to 54'th do. ... ... 1 0  do. 
5 ... ... 59th t o  80th do. ... ... 20 do. 
6 ... ... 86th to 91st do. ... ... 5 do. 
7 ... ... 97th to 99th do. ... ... 2 do. 
8 ... ... 10l ' th do. ... ... snap-shot. 
9 ... ... 110th do. . \ .  ... do. 

Immediately aFter the last exposure the  clock was stopped and the  camera clamped up in 
the same position as i t  occupied during the  cclipse, to enalde ns to obtain a star-trail plate the 
same e v c n i ~ ~ g  for the determination of the'orientation of the plates. This was done a t  seven 
p.m., in brilliant star-light, slide No. 1 being used. 

The eclipse negatives were developed immediately by  myself, usin: the ordinary pyro and 
soda developer recomlnended by the I3ritannia ('ompany, but slightly dilated. The plates 
dcvcloped clean and from fog, aald the imagc of the moon aud corona came up slowly in the  
first t\\.o and sixth pl:~tcs, but rather too fast in the three long exposures which were somewhat 
difficult to keep back, hcing considerably over-csposed. l l ' i th the cxpericnce now gained I am 
in(-linrtl to think that a series of much shorter exposures wonltl have given better results. Rfy 
first pl:rtc (one scco~ltl) just indicntcs t8he position O F  the prominences without showing them in 
grrnt idrhil as i t  1irobal)ly wonld have done had the exposure been much shorter or the plate a 
elo\vcr o~le.  111 the sccoutl plate (five seconds) the cxtcusion of the streamers is as great as in 
thosc wl1ic.11 rccc?ivctl ten, lil'tcen, and t w e n t . ~  seconds respectively, whilc their definition is better. 
1Tn.d I t11c:rcforc to photogr:~l~h the corona again nuder similar nwthe r  conditions I should be 
inc*lint.tl to u.qc slow plates for the first two and last two esposnres aud to make them as ra.pid rn 
e 11:u111 rxposnrc can 11e matle. Those ~natle in the middle of totality might be on faster plates 
(Ilford " l(n.11itl" or "Emprcs~"),  autl certs.inly not exceeding five seconds. I n  case of cloudy or 
hazy wrathcr, however, thrsc exposures mould certainly rcqnire modification. 

10. I h r i n g  totn.lit,y my ettcntion h ~ l  n c c r s ~ a r i l ~  to he concont~.atcd upon the manipulation 
of tllr sli~lcs, n.nll I W:IH not Ihcreforr in a position to ol~scrve thc attcndnnt pllcnomeua very 
clnsl-ly. '1'11~ 1nngt.r exposures of course affortled bricf opportunities to a11 of us of c x n m i n i ~ ~ ~  
the corona auil the sky conditions gcncrally. Personally I m y  say that tlle impreesiou ,wade 



upon me was somerrhat disappoiuting. I had hoped to see marked colour effects, both in the 
corona itself and itr the  sorrouutliug sky, together with a ~onsicler~ble degree of darkness, and 
above all the awe-iuspiriug advance of the moon's shadow. In  all these respects the 
a t  Durnraon were doomed to disappointtnent. The light certainly maned consideral,ly just 
I~efore totality, but it  was never really dark, not, indeed, so dark as I have often seen it during 
a " nor-wester " in Calcutta. A t  the moment the sun entirely disappeared the air was filled 
with a soft, silvery ra~liance, much resembling the electric light, but the corona horn which 
this radiance ernauatecl was devoid of all colour, and the entire sky, except just around the black 
disc of the moon, was of au uniform, dull leaden hue. The shadow, which has been so 
graphically descritjed by previous observers, and which ought to have swept down upon us like 
a sort of giganti#- n e ~ a t i v e  svarch-light, was couspicuous on this occasion by its absence. Nor 
was thrre observable on the fac.es of the on-lookers that  peculiar livid ghastliness which, accortl- 
i t ~ x  to all the recognized authorities, should have been manifrst during totality. No doubt, if 
the eclipse phenomena were on this ocrasiou sotnewhat tatne, the fact must be ascribed to the 
extreme clearness of the weather and the absence of c l o d  and haze-conditions which were 
strongly in favour of the observers, even though they may have detracted from the effect of the 
eclipse as a spectacle. 

11. It may not be out of place to mention in this report that considerable assistance was 
rendered h y  the Photographic and Lithographic Ofice to the three ecliljse parties which came out 
from England under the auspices of the  Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee, viz., those stationed 
a t  Viziaclrug, Pahdol, and Pulgaon, under Sir J. Norman Lockyer, K.C.B., Dr. Christie, Astrono- 
mer Iloyal, and Mr. Stone respectively. European photographers mere supplied from the Office 
to each of these parties. Mr. A. W. Turner, Photo-engraver, was detailed for Sir Norman 
Lockyer's camp, and Messrs. George and Harrold, Photographers, for those of Dr. Christie and 
Mr .  Stone. Each of these ' ssistants took with him a portable dark-room specially constructed in 
this Office, and a supply of photographic apparatus and chemicals. The Office was engaged on 
these preparations for some weeks befote the eclipse, and they were not rendered easier by the 
fact that  very little information was vouchsafed to us as to the special requietnents of cach 
~ , ~ y t y .  It is hopad, however, that our efforts to satisfy them were successful. The absence of 
tile Officer in charge and four of his principal photographic assistants for so long a period in the 
busiest season of the year necessarily caused some inconvenience, but I am glad to be able to 
report that the junior assistants who were placed in charge of the photographic sections during 

period, under the supervision of Mr. A. E. Spring, Assistant Surveyor General, carried on 
the work very creditably. 

1 .  I have to acknowledge the kind assistance rendered to my party by Her Highness the 
Maharani of Dumrmn, whose guests we were, and who provided accommodation for us and 
ordered tllat everything we required should be forthcoming. To Mr. Charles Fox, Manager oE 
tile &Isharani's estates, me are all of us indebted for his kind hospitality and assistance. He 
not only placed his own house a t  our disposal but lent us the services of the State employCs and 
illterested himself in our mellare in every possible way. My personal thanks are due to 
Mr.  C. Little and Mr. G. W. Kuchler, who accompanied the party and gave me much useful 

and assistance. 
Messrs. Haward and Theakston, my Assistants, rendered excellent service throughout the 

operations, and are entitled to much credit for the skillul manner in which they performed their 
respective duties. 

13. The photograph of the eclipse a t  the beginning of this report is an enlargement to 
three diameters of the second negative taken, which received an exposure of five seconds, from 
the 12th to the 17th second from the co~nmeucement of totality. The group facing page 4 shows 
the party engaged in rehearsing the eclipee programme. 

1 .  In conclusion, I mould only observe that if, owing to the excellent results so fortunate- 
ly obtained by tile various scientific observing parties scattered along the line between Dumraon 
and Viz idrug ,  tho rnork done by my small detachment and our single instrument is compala- 
tively insignificant and of small value, there can be no doubt that the experience we have rach 
of us gained while engaged upon it  will be of permanent benefit to ourselves, and indircctl~, 
I truot, to the Government also. 

T. A. POPE, 

Astislant SUTL.F~OT General. 
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R E P O R T  

ON THE 

TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN, JANUARY 22nd, 1898. 

(PULGAON,)  

I t  will not be  necessary for  me to give a n  account of t h e  negotiations and corres- 
pondence which led up to the decision that the Trigonometrical Branch of the Survey of 
India should undertake to prepai-e two camps for tlie reception of the two officii~l parties of 
observers sent out from England, under the direction of the Joint Eclipse Committee of the 
Royal and Royal Astronomical Societies; suffice it  to  say that I finally received instructions 
t o  form a camp not more than 5 miles from the central line of the Eclipse, near the 
intersection of this line with the Nbgpur Blxnch of tlie G. I. P.  Railway, and as conveniently 
situated with regard to  a railway station as possible. 

The ccntral line cuts the railway between the stations of Talni i n  Berar and Pul- 
gaon in Wardha District. Although Talni was slightly the nearer to the central line, stil.1 
Pulgaon was well within the assigncd limit, and as it  was evident that supplies, equipment, kc.,  
would for the most part be obtained from N&pur or Wardha, i t  seemed tlesirahle to  select 
it, so that interviews with the Civil Officcrs of the District could be combined with the business 
of procuring the necessary furniture and making all the  domestic arrangements. 

2. The original party destined for  tlie camp consisted of Mr. and Mrs. H .  F. Newall, 
Captain and Mrs. E. H. Hills, R.E., and Mr. E. J. Stone, but the last named gentleman 
died during the autumn of 1897 and his place was not refilled. Sanction was early obtained 
from the Directors General of Orrlnance and Military Works to borrow tents and furniture, 
and indents for the former mere submitted. Correspondence was also entered into mit l~ the 
Commissioner of Nhgpur, aud the Dcputy Cornmissioncr of TVardhn, from which i t  appcnred 
that thcre monM be no difficulty in finding a suitable site ncar Pulgaon, and that all si~pplies 
would be obtainable. The Commissioner also very considerntcly issued orders that an Assist- 
ant  Commissioner from the Wardhn District should attend the camp, and medical attendance 
and a policc p a r d  wcm also armngctl for. 

I n  due coursc I received n letter from Captain Hills, giving detailed instructions as  
to  the disposition of the observatory l~nts ,  and enclosing plans and elevations of the masonry 
pillars required for thc reception of the instruments. 

3. By the middle of b c e m h e r  all arrangements that could be made by letter had 
bcen complctcd, and it then bccamc ncccssary to commence action. I had at  that time bcen 
for a month in  Agra engaged on my regular work, which I was unwilling to break into more 
than mag absolutely ncccssary. I thercfore on December 15th clespntcl~ed Sub-Assistaut 
Supcr~ntendent Hanumnn Prasad to Wardha, armcd with copies of Captain Hills' i ~ ~ s t r u c -  
t b n s  and plarrs, nnd with ordcrs to  report himself to the Deputy Commissioner; and having 
done so to move to Pulgaon and thcre to  select a site, and, if no difficulties prcsented 
thcmsclves, to  commcnce building the pillars. IIe took with him a tl~codolite in  order to  be 
able t o  lay down the meridian. On December 23rd I had the plemure of meeting Captain. 



and Mrs. Hills, who came out to India somewhat earlier than the rest of the observers, and 
who, at my suggestion, came straight up to Agra from Bombay. This was a great advantage 
as I was able to discuss with him more in detail the requirements of the instruments and 
also to come to some understanding as to the proportion of comfort to economy which would 
be to the taste of the party. 

The iutention had been that Lieutenant Beazeley and I should leave Agra for 
NLgpur together on llecember 27th, but I was unfortunately obliged to postpone my start 
for a day or two, so Lieutenant Beazeley went alone. He busied himself zealously in 
interviewing the Officers of the Military Worlcs aud Commissariat Departments and in 
examini~~g the resources of NBgpur ; the latter were found to he rather meagre, and there 
was a good deal of difficulty ill collecting the furniture, china and glass required for the 
camp. My warm thanks are due to Captain Kemp, R.E., aud Lieutenant Eustace, R.E., 
of the Military Worlts Department and to Captain Wanliss of the Commissariat Department 
for tlieir very ready and eficient assistance in all matters wherein their respective departments 
mere able to afford it. The Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, Mr. W. Starky, 
also lent us from his rest-houses a considerable quantity of useful furniture. 

4. On the 3rd of January, Lieutenant Beazeley and I went down to Pulgaon for 
the day to see the site and inspect the pillars and huts which Sub-Assistant Superintendent 
Hanuman Prasad had erected. 

At Pulgaon Station the railway runs nearly due east and west though it very soon 
curves up to the north-east on the NBgpur side, aud from a point close to the station a 
metalled road (the only one in the Wardha District I believe) runs nearly due north to- 
wards the village of Arvi. I t  was on some open ground just to the west of this road, and 
about one mile north of the railway station, that the site of the camp lay. With the exception 
of the absence of shade for the living tents, a fault which it was impossible to remedy, as 
the district is very treeless, the position was suitable. The piece of ground was bounded 
on the east by the road, on the north and west by a winding na'la containing some water, 
and on the south by fields under cultivation. The eastern side was a good deal higher than 
the rest, and on this part the observatories had been set up. The prevailing wind during 
tlie month of January is from the north-east, the whole of the encampment was therefore 
placed to the west and south-west of the observatories. 

There mas a little difficulty about drinking water, the nearest source being a well 
belonging to the Pulgaon Spinning and Weaving Company, about one mile distant; but 
the directors very kindly gave us permission to draw from it, and the tahsildar made efficient 
arrangements for having an ample supply brought to the camp, 

The tents I had brought with me, not including those for my own use, were two 
large single-poled tents and one hill tent;  besides these, I had received from the Bombay 
Arsclial two I. P. Privates' tents and six Staff Sergeant's tents. Mr. Nedham, Commissioner 
of NAgpur, very kindly lent me a shcimia'na, which made a most convenient dining room, 
and M r .  Chitnavis, Deputy Commissioner of Wardha, lent me, I fear at considerable personal 
i~lconvenience, a fine single-poled tent. It may be of interest to give the distribution in 
detail. 

Dining Room . . . . . . Mr. Nedham's 8hBmicina. 
Drawing Room ... . . . Single-poled tcnt, Astronomical Party. 
Ofiice ... . . . . .. I .  P. Privates' tent. 
Workshop and Store . . . ... I. P. Privates' tent. 
Mr. and Mrs. Newall ... ... Single-poled tent, Astronomical Party, and 1 Staff 

Sergeant's tent. 
Captain and Mrs. Hills ... Mr. Chitnavis' single-poled tent, and 1 Staff Ser- 

geant's tent. 
office of Astronomical Parties. .. 1 Staff Sergeant's tent. 
Mr. Harrold (Photographer) ... 1 Staff Sergeant's tent. 
For accommodation of other visitors 2 Staff Sergeant's tents, and 1 hill tent. 

For the accommodation of khalaisis, Police guard, servants, &c., there were about 20 ~houldarie8, 
some belonging to the Astronomical parties, and some from the Bombay Arsenal. 

5. We finally moved into camp on January 6th, on the loth Mr. and Mrs. Newall 
arrived, and on the 12th Captain and Mrs. Hills, thcn the real work of began. 

The equipment of the observers consisted of three separate sets of instruments :- 
(1). A spectroscope with two slits so arranged aa to  throw upon tlre field of view the 



spectra of parts of the Corona situated at  opposite ends of the Solar Equator. This instru- 

merit was specially designed by Mr. Newall, for the purpose of ascertaining whctller the 
Corona revolves \vith the Sun;  if this is the case the fact will be revealed by t l ~ e  opl)ositc 
displacement of the lines in the spectrum, caused by the motion in the one case towards the 
observer, and in the other case away from him, of the parts of the Corona cxarnined. 
The spectroscope contained five prisms constructcd so as to  deflect the ray through an angle 
of 180°, so that the instrument mas of the form of the letter U ; a t  one end wcrc the slits 
and at the other the camera. The whole mas graspcd at  the centre by a massive iron fork 
mhich was in  one piece with a revolving axis. This axis mas adjusted parallel to  the axis of 
the earth and mas caused to revolve by a driving clock. A small mirror of speculom metal 
was attached to the slit end of the spectroscope, pivoting on an axis perpendicular to  thc polar 
axis, so that the whole formed a very convenient polar siderostat. This ir~strument mas mount- 
ed on a masonry pillar in  the easternmost hut. 

The observation attempted by Mr. Nemall was of great difficulty, for the Sun's 
rotation is so slow that the velocity in  the liue of sight which i t  mas hoped to detect could 
only amount to about 24 miles per second. 

Bcsides this, his chief instrument, Mr. Nemall was also provided with a powerful 
grating spectroscope without collimator, with which to make visual observations during tlie 
longest of the exposures, his object being to observe the details of the Corona in the 
monochromatic light emitted by the unkno~vn gas which gives rise to thc celebrated green line 
1474 K. ~l;erc is a strong presumption that this line is peculiar to the Corona, so strong 
indecd that it has been proposed to call the sut~stance which gives risc to  i t  " Coronium", 
but further evidence on the subject is required before a defiuite statcmeut can be made. 
(2). The second main apparatus consisted of a pair of spectroscopes arranged side by side 
so that the slits of bo t l~  received rays from the same heliostat through scparate 01)jcctives. 

One of the spectroscopes contained prisms of quartz \r,liicl~ are e~ceedingly trans- 
parent to the ultra violet rays of the spectrum, and the otller prisms of flint glass, which 
while opposing much resistance to tlie ultra violet rays, are highly transparent to ljlue, green 
and yellow light. With the latter special plates were used so prepared as to  be seusitive to  
green and yellow. 

These spectroscopes belonged to Captain Hills, and with them he proposed t o  
obtain, firstly, a uumber of photographs of the spectrum a t  very short intervals beginning 
while still part of the photospl~ere was unobscured and continuing until a fcw seconds after 
totality, so as to secure a record of the spectrum of the parts mhich lie close to  the Suu's 
limb and which are oiily visible at  the moments just before and just after totality. Captain 
Hills was particularly anxious to  obtain satisfactory photographs of this region, as its nature 
is a subject of discussion among scientists. All these short exposures were made iu the 
flint spectroscopc. Secondly, he dcsired to examine into the chemical constitution of the 
Corona; and to do this he arranged the slits of both spcctroscopcs so as t o  cut right across 
the image of the Corona and Moon and toolc photographs with longer exposures, thus obtain- 
ing records of the spectra of the Corona and promineuces on both sides of the &Loon i n  
both spectroscopes, and the latter bcing, as has already been said, adapted to different parts 
of the spectrum, a very complete result was expectcd from the combination. 
(3). The third instrument was a double camera nboiit 6 feet long, with which to taltc photo- 
graphs of the Corona. In one tube of tlie camera there mas merely a single lcns producing 
an imagc on the focusing glass of 4-iucl~ diameter, but in the other there mhs a second lens 
mhich scrved to increase the magnitude to  la-iuch diameter. It mas hoped that features 
which the one failed to show mould be revealcd by the other and vice ve,.sd. 

This camera waa mounted on fixed supports and the image of the Sun was rcflected 
into it by a very beautiful 18-inch ccelostat. Tlic mirror of this ccelostat, as also that of the 
12-inch hcliostat used by Captain Hills, was made by Dr. Common; six plates wcre to be 
exposed in this camera, or rather tmclve, for each slide held two plates, one for each tube. 

Thc focusing of this i n s t r ~ ~ m e n t  gave a great dcal of trouble, therc bcing no 
method of adjustment but that of removing the scrcws wl~ich held the frame of tlie lcns in 
its place, aud then pushing it  up or down with thc aid of a loug stick. As it was considered 
necessary to test the focus by taking photographs, the process mas long and tedious. 

6. A complete set of meteorological i~istruments was set up i n  a shed built for 
the purpose. Thc daily readings of the maxi1111im and miniml~m thermometers were very 
intcrcsting, showiiig a very large range of tempcraturc, namely from a minimum of about 
42' F. to a maximum of 93' and even 96'. A rain-gauge was not omitted, but was useless, 



except perhaps as a sign t o  the weather god that  me mere not t o  be caught napping. Cap. 
tain Hills liad asked me to keep a record, from the date of my arrival, of the amount of 
cloud at  or about the hour at  which the Eciipse mould occur. I found it convenient to 
carry the record in  my head; from first to  last i t  may be summed up  i n  one word "nil ". 

7. The locality of Pulgaon was not by any means a favorable one for introducing 
visitors from England t o  the pleasanter sides of Indian camp life. There was not the 
smallest vestige of sport t o  be had, and the surroundings mere very uninteresting. The 
proximity of the Wardha river was the  only relief, and even it was devoid of fish. Mr. 
Bleuuerlrassett Assista~it Commissioner of Wardha and his tahsildar arranged some pleasant 
little expeditions up  and down the river for  tlie entertainment of the party ; and to be rowed 
along seated tailorwise on charpoys bridging the space between two dug-outs, mas perhaps 
something of a novelty at  any rate to  the ladies. However, there was always plenty of 
business to  be got through, and the absence of amusements was not very much felt. 

8. The observers did not  require to  know their Latitude and Longitude with any 
great accuracy; but, as the plotted position of the railway on the Atlas Sheet was not a vely 
reliable thing to deduce that  of the  camp from, I instructed Sub-Assistant Superintendent 
Hanuman Prasad to visit tlie neighbouring secondary stations of NBchangaon and Pipal- 
khuta which mere mutually visible and from both of which the chimney of the Pulgaon 
Spinning Factory could be seen; this being fixed i t  was easy t o  cut in  the position of the 
observatory, for both the chimney and NBchangaon h.s. mere visible from it. 

9. The preparations and adjustments mere practically completed by the 17th of 
January, and the drill of the observers and their assistants had to commence. 

I have not so fa r  alluded to the arrival of Mr. J. Harrold from the Photo-zincographic 
Office iu Calcutta. H e  gave me valuable assistance by undertalciug the erection and ar- 
rangement of the darlc room which had been made up in Calcutta; and helped Captain Hills 
i n  the preparation of developers and other dark room requisites. 

This dark room consisted of a teak frame-work with walls of coarse canvas thicltly 
covered with white paint and lined inside with red cloth. This did not prove sufficiently 
light-tight, and on a future occasion it  would be better to line the walls with a double layer 
of black twill. I n  other respects the room was satisfactory, if somewltat heavy. 

The following computers, deputed from the Trigonometrical Branch Office of the Survey, 
arrived at  the same time as Mr. Harrold, and rendered valuable and intelligent aid :-Babus 
Shiv Nath Saha, Shoshee Bhushan Shome, Ishan Chandra Dev, B.A., and Sarat Chandra 
Goho, n.A. Babu La1 Singh recorder of No. 2 Astronomical Party mas also present. 

The number of observcrs and assistants available when drill bcgan, with their several 
stations, mas as follows :- 

Double Slit Spectroscope. 
Obscrver Mr.  H .  F. Newall. 
Assisted by Mrs. Newall, Mr. Blennerhassett, C.S., and Babu S. B. Shome. 

The two Spectroscopes mitli Heliostat. 
Observer Captain E .  11. Hills, R.E. 
Assisted by Mrs. Hills, Lieutenant G. A. Beazeley, R.E., and Babu I. C. Dev. 

The double tube camera. 
I n  charge Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E. 
Assisted by Babu S. N.  Sah:~, Bahu S. C. Goho and three khaln'sis. 
Time keepers Sub-Assistant Superiutcndent Hant~man Prasad and Babu Lal Singh. 

On the day of the Eclipse several other officers merc present, in   articular Colonel 
S t .  G.  C. Gore, R.E., who notcd timcs of contact, Captain G. C. Kemp, R.E., who recorded 
the temperatures every 10 minutes from half an hour before first contact to  half an hour 
after last contact, and Lieutenant Eustace, R.E., who further assisted Captain Hills. 

10. The system of drill was as follows :- 
The officer in  charge of the donhle tuhe camcre kcpt his eye on thc image of thc sun  

on the grooud-glass, and when the shatlow had advanced so far  that totality would occilr in 
One miuutc, hc gave thc waruing word 'one minute', when thcrc merc but fifteen secontl~ Icft, 
he gave ' stand by ', and at  the instant of totality, the command 'go '. The distatrce 011 

ground-glass from horn t o  horn of the unobscured part of the Sun had been calculat~d and 
a scale madc, and by applying this the proper tirnc for  the two waruing words was known. 
On the word ' g o '  the time keepers, who were placed in the centre of the space between 
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the huts and were provided with a chronometer and a metronome regulated to  heat aeconds, 
begall to  count, being careful to  give 0 for the first beat, so that the numbers after that 

the number of seconds of totality that had elapsed. There were two timc keepers 

at  the close of tlie first minute the second toolc up the count with 'oriel over again. 
The change of voice mas very useful in notifying the fact that the second minute had been 
entered upon. The plan of having two counters is good also, because i t  allows to each a n  
interval of leisure for looking at  tlie eclipsed Sun. 

The programme for the double tube camera of which I had charge, cousisted of the 
exposure of six pairs of platcs, each pair being contained iu one slide. The exposures varied 
from 2 to 24 seconds and mere, as far as I can remember, as follows :-2, 8, 12, 24, 12, 4, 
making a total of 62 secouds. This total allowed of ample time for cllariging the plates 
without undue haste. I found that I could make these exposures in  l m  35s, so that to  change 
siides toolc about 5 scconds. 

Having placed a slide in position and opened the shuttcr, I gave the word 'expose 8' 
or whatever tlie number should be. Babu S. C. Goho then raised the screen Ile held from 
its position between the ccelostat and the mouth of the tube, being careful to do so on a 
beat of tlie metronome, and held it  up for the requisite time, a t  the samc time Uabu S.  N. Saha 
recorded the timc of exposure, by listening to the time keeper's count, and afterwards that  
of closil~g in the same manner. I n  thc case of the longer exposures, he m e ~ ~ t a l l y  added the 
numbcr of seconds to the time of opening and informed me of the result, so that I was able 
by listening to the count to know horn much time I had to spare and so to  make the most of 
opportunities of loolring at  the Corona. 

The last slide was not removed but the shutter was closed, a cap put over the 
mouth of the tubc, and tllc driving cloclc of the ccelostat stopped. All was left in statu 
quo till night wl~en  the plate was exposed for about tmo hours and star trails permitted to  
impress themselves upon it, thus giving excellent means of orientii~g the ncgative s i thout  
seriously damaging it. The pictures obtained mere very successful, especially those with the 
shorter exposures. 

11. With Captain Hills the procedure was as follows:- 
H e  himself besidcs superintending in general, took charge of the flint spectroscope 

in particular. Lieutenant Beazeley was posted at  the telescope of a theodolite mounted on 
the polar axis of the Iieliostat, and it  was his busi~iess by meails OF the slow-motio~i screw to 
keep the wire of the tl~codolite on the centre of t l ~ c  dimiuishi~lg or i~lcreasing crescent 
before and after totality, and during totality on the more important prominences in  turn. 
This ensurcd the imagc of the part in  question bcing placed exactly on the slit. 

Lieutcllant Ellstace, R.E., was in  charge of the slides of the quartz spectroscope; 
Babu I .  C. Dcv licld a screen for cuttillg off thc light from cither or both of the spectro- 
scopes, and Mrs. I-Iills rccordctl the times of each of the exposurcs. 

Thc arrangement of the instruments l~cfore totality was as folloms :- 
The q ~ ~ a r t z  spectroscope was closed and the shutter put iu cliargc of Lieutenant 

Eustacc, so that he could expose the plate at the proper moment. The slit of the flint 
spcctrosco1)e mas only shicldcd from light by a hand screen held by Babu I .  C. Dev, but 
t I~cre mas also a small 1)rass sliding shutter placcd ovcr part of the slit so as to cut off all 
cxccpt thc part of tlic imagc near tlie sccond point of co~ltact.  The pliotogrnphic plate 
holtler was of special dcsign, cal)al)le of I~eing moved dowu any required distance by means 
of a rack and so that new parts ~ o u l d  I)c  cxposed to the ba11~1 of the spectrum in a 
vcry c o u v c ~ ~ i c i ~ t  manoer, and a number of s~~ccessivc picturcs ob ta i~~cd  ou thc same plate. 
Very soon after tlic wort1 ' s ta~id by ' had hecn gi\,en, Capt.aiu I-Iills bcgau a series of short 
expostlrcs on tlic inovc:iblc platc giving the words ' cxpose', ' close ' alternately to Babu 
I. C. l)cv, 11o hitnsclr rncking his plate down a suitable distauce after each exposure. The 
exposures lastctl :il)ol~t 1 secoud each, aud tcn wcrc made. 

At  t l ~ c  cnd oE tllcsc Bnl~rl I. C. Dcv, lteeping his screen in front of the slit with 
one 11n11t1, with tllc other rcmoved tlic sliding brass sliuttcr above alluded to, and Captain 
Hills at t,l~c same: time p11t iu a ~rcm plate. 11s soorr as this was rcady IIC  gave tlie word and 
a loll;: csl,ou~~rc or a1)ont I"' 15' was m:tdc; this 1)cgan about 23 scconds nfter tlic commence- 
rncl~t ol' tot:~lit,y nut1 Instctl till some 13  scconds I~cfore third coutnct. Aftcr this the slide 
war again c l~a l~gcd ,  tllc slitlillg brass shuttcr was put in in  the rcverse position and a second 
scrics oE short esposl1rc.s was matle as I,ef'ore. 

No short exposrlrcs wcre madc with the flint-glass spectroscope, but one long one 
bcgiuui~lg about 7 scconds aEter totality and lastiug about 1J miuutes. 



12. I am not able t o  give so detailed a n  account of the procedure i n  Mr. Newau'a 
hut,  but i t  was somewhat as follows :- 

Beginning a few seconds after the word 'stand by', a series of rapid exposures was 
made so as t o  obtain a record of the flash spectrum, then ahout 30 seconds after totality 
occurred, a plate was put  in  aud esposed for  oue minute. During this period Mr. Newall 
o c c ~ ~ p i e d  himself i n  examillillg the spectrum i n  the grating spectroscope; finally another 
series of rapid exposures was made. 

13. I t  mas a great disappointment t o  Mr.  Nemall, and indeed to all, t o  find that the 
exposure of one minute had not bee11 sufficient for  the faint light of the Corona at  the points 

on  which the slits were directed, t o  produce any effect on the plate. Poillts as far  as were 
t h o u g l ~ t  safe from the  Moon's limb had been selectecl, so that the linear rate of approach and 
recession might be as great as possible; evidently the safe limits had becn exceeded, for no 
record was obtained. Captain Hills' long-exposure photograplls sho~rred clearly that the 
intensity of the Coronal light fades very rapidly on receding from the limb, for he obtained 
only a very llarrow band on his plate s h o n . i ~ ~ g  much less radial extension than he had 
expected, but this did not materially detract from the  value of his own results, with which 
he was mcll satisfied. 

The telegrams scnt to  the  Astronomer Royal directly after the  development of the 
plates give the opinions of the observers succinctly and well. Tliese telegrams also fou~ld  their 
way into the Pioneer, but as there mere one or two errors i n  the published version, i t  may 
be  of interest t o  give them correctly here :- 

22nd January. "Eclipse observed here perfectly. Twelve photographs of Corona and 
twenty-four of spectrum secured. Shadow bands were well scen. Corona magnificent, ex- 
tendiug in places t o  three solar diameters from the limb with brilliant prominences ". 

23rd January. "All photographs developed. Double tube very good, star trails were 
pu t  for  orientation on one plate with Abney lens. Hills' Corona spectra excellent, showing 
small radial extension of lines. Hills got splendid series of exposures for flash at  beginning and 
end of totality, sllowiug whole spectroscopic history of Sun's limb from solar spectrum through 
flash to  prominence. Nemall found Corolla1 spectrum too faint a t  quarter diameter from 
SunJs l imb for  determination of velocity in  line of sight, but caught bright lines in  spectrum 
on  another a t  end of totality. Newall observed very strong polarisation i n  
Corona visually, also observed green Coronal ring with objective grating spectroscope. There 
was no fine Coronal structure of the Sun  in the green light, but geueral form was similar to  
photographs of Corona ". 

14. A sheet had been hung up in a convenient position for the shadow bands t o  be 
seen on  it, and Mr. EIarrold crideavoured to obtain a photograph of them with an ordinary 
camera, using a lenj  of wide aperture ancl very sensitive platcs, but, as was illdeed to be 
expected, they proved too illusive and evanescent for the means at  his disposal to catch. The 
shadom bands mere, however, s e l l  seen by several spectators. 

This closes the account of the operations undertaken, and i t  would of course be 
premature to  attempt to say any thing with regard to  the results liltely to  be declilced from 
them. Wi th  thc esceptiou of Mr. Newall's attempt to meaanrc the rotation, all the photo- 
graphs gave promise of answering the purposes for which they had becn taken. 

15. Most of us had expected a more striking rush of darkness as totality began. 
'' The sweep of the shadow" of wt~ich so much had been writtcn mas not a t  all noticeal~le. 
N o  doubt we had not sufficiently considered the smallness of the extent of thc shadow, on 
account both of the very small margin by which the Moon overlapped thc Siir~, and also 
because of the  nearuevs to  our midday of the time at  which the Eclipse was visible; the 
dusty atmosphere of January too certainly helped to iucrease the light I)y reflection. 

There were certain signs of confusion amor~g the animal world, such as the crow- 
ing  of cocks, but I was much surpriserl to  learn on my return to  Agrn that there the 
effects had been much more marked, though the Eclipse was only partial : so great was the 
darkness, I was positively informed, that  the very chaukidtirs (watchmen) came out auu 
began t o  cough ! 

16. Much time wm spent during the two nights following the Eclipse in developing 
and reproducing all the photographs, which were then divided into two sets of which 
Captain Hills took one and Mr. Newall the other, so as to  give a certain security against 
any accident on the journey t o  England. 



17. Of the more permanent residents in  the camp I have now only t o  mention 
Mr. Chitnavis, Deputy Commissioner of Wardha, who joined us for a wcck and twice entcr- 
tained the whole party at  dinner. I have no doubt but that the extreme ease and smoothness 
with which every thing worked, and the  readiness with mhich supplies Kcre forthcoming, 
were due to  the interest he took i n  our welfare aud the objects of thc expedition ; and the 
fact that there was no appearance of fuss or difficulty madc the situation still more agreeable. 
The actual arrangements before the arrival of the party and during the whole time of our 
stay were i n  the hands of Mr. Blennerhassett, C.S., and nothing could exceed the cheerfulness 
and efficiency with which he ministered to  our wants, there seemed to be nothing which 
could not be produced-if not from Pulgaon, a t  any rate from Wardha. 

18. The camp broke up on January 23rd, and all those who had been there perma- 
nently moved to Nigpur, in  response t o  the very hospitable invitation of Mr. Nedham. A 
short stay there enabled me to see t o  the return of all the hired and borrowed things, of 
which business many of the most troublesome parts were taken off my hands by Lieutenant 
Beazeley and Sub-Assistant Superintendent Hanuman Prasad. 

On January 26th we left N5gpur for Agra, feeling that we had taken part i n  a great 
historical event, that our interest i n  scientific matters had received an impetus which would 
last long, that we had seen a sight of unexampled wonder and awe, that we had spent a very 
pleasant month, and last but not least that  we had made the acquaintance of some very 
delightful people. 

G .  P. LENOX CONYNGHAM. 
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IN April 1897, the Eclipse Committee of the Royal Society and Royal Astronomical Society 
informed the Surveyor General of India, that  they mere proposing t o  send out three parties 
of observers to  India, one to be posted at Viziadurg, one near SStAra (or JeLl*) a ~ l d  one at 
Pulgaon. I was then stationed a t  Poona in charge of the Tidal and Levelling Party, and I 
received intimation, that  I should probably be given charge of the SBtAra Eclipse Camp. 
The Eclipse Committee's letter stated that the SStBra Party would consist of :- 

Mr. Christie, Astronomer Royal of England; 
Dr.  Common, President of the Royal Astronomical Society; 
Professor Turner, Savilian Professor of Oxford University. 

The work t o  be undertaken by these observers was as follows :- 

Mr. Christie, { 
(1) Large Scale photos of Corona, 
(2) Determination of the place of the Moon ; 

Dr.  Common, Spectroscopic observations ; 
Professor Turner, Photos of the Corona with a double camera. 

The Eclipse Committee asked that the SAtBra and Pulgaon Camps might have one 
Royal Engineer O5cer  and two Photographers attached to them : the Royal Engineer 
Officer was required to  " take general charge of the  camp, arrange for all camping requisites, 
'r commissariat, &c., and act as channel of commuilication between the observers and any 
"Native artificers and labourers that would be employed ". " H e  ought ", they said, " to  be 
"on the spot a t  least three weeks before the Eclipse, get the observing Stations fenced in, 
"get brick foundations i n  position for the instruments, and he mould of course be available 
" to  render skilled assistance in  the actual observations. 

"The Photographers were to  come provided with a dark room and all requisites for 
"developing dry-plates up t o  12 x 10 size." 

The Eclipse Committee also stated that, as i t  was the Astronomer Royal's intention 
to attempt a determination of the Moon's place, he would require to know his latitude, longi- 
tude and time with the utmost possible precision. 

2. I n  May 1897, I was ordered by the Superintendent, Tr ig~nomet~ica l  Surveys, to  
report on the relative merits OF SAtLra aud JeLr as sites For 

Site eelected ot  Ksrid. 
the  Astronomer Royal's Camp. The choice lay hetmeen these 

two localities, because they were the only two points in the Deccan, where the centre line of 
totality intersected a railway line. With the concurrence of the Hon'ble Mr. Spence, C.S.I., 
Commissioner of the Central Division, I selected a site on the Southern Mahratta Railway 
between the stations of KarLd and Masur ; this site was superior in the matter of water and 
supplies to  the station of Jelir on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway; it  mas also less liable 
t o  cloud, and i t  would be favored at  the Eclipse mith a longer duration of totality. I n  every 
Eclipse the duration of totality varies with the latitude. As the Moon's shadow sweeps 
easterly over the Earth with a velocity of 2000 miles an hour, an observer on the equator 
is being carried eastward by the Earth's rotation at  a rate of 1000 miles an hour: the 
nearer he is to the North or South pole, the slower he moves, and the sooner will the slladow 
pass him by, and the sllorter be the period of solar obscuration. The path of the recent 
Eclipse mas in  a north-easterly direction, and consequently the duration of totality in  India 
was greatest on the coast, and grew less inland; if the path had been south-easterly, the 
duration would have heen least on the western coast and would have increased with the eastcrly 
progress. The duratiorl of the total phase at  Kar4d was t o  be 2" 7"9, and at  Jelir 2" 4"9. 

I t  was arranged to indent ou the Poona Ordnance DepOt for the tents for Karhd, 
and on the Military Works Department for the Camp furniture. 

3. During October 1897, the plague was raging throughout the S&t4ra district, and 
the town of KarBd was suffering terribly. At  the advicc of the 

changed to Jeh and Hon'ble Mr. Spence, a new site was chosen in the Sholrip~lr 
Ghunghuti. 

district between Jelir and Kern, and that between Kar&d and 



Masur was abandoned. On December 6th, n l ~ e n  preliminary arrangements mere in progress, 
I a.as informed by the Surveyor General of India, that :I tclegram had been received by 
(;overt~ment from the Secretary of State on the sul~ject of the Eclipse Camps, aud that my 
Eclipse Camp had beeu trar~sferretl from the Deccan to Ghungl~uti,  a station in  Central 
India on the Bengai-Nagpur Railway. 

The centre liue of totality plotted on a large scale map of this new region, showed 
Sahdol to be a more favorable station than Ghnnghuti : the data given in the Nautical 
Almanac made the centre line of totality cut tlie railway 1)ctween the two places at a point 
7 miles from Gl~uughnti, and 5 from Salidol : the French data in the O,nnaissance des temps 
placed the centre liile 4 miles nearer Sahdol than Gh~~ngl iu t i ,  and the German data from 
the Astro~tonziscfie Jalr~~bucl~ gave Sahdol an advantage of 6 milcs over Ghul~gliuti. 

I wrotc to the Political Agent of Reaah  and inEormed him, that it  mas proposed to 
form an Eclipse Camp near Ghunghuti, and that the most suitable astronomical locality 
~vould be some t\rro miles west of Salldol. 

The folloming mas the Political (Agent's reply : "although tlte Rcmnli Durbar will 
"no doubt malte every endeavour to arrange for the supply of food, yct it  slrould be remem- 
" bered that the spot selected for your opcrations is in the middle of tlcnse jungle and f a r  
"away from any town or centre of supplies. I recommend you to send your camp kit 
"at ouce to Salldol arld come yourself to Sutna, where I will meet you and talk over the 
"  hole subject; ordinary supplles such as grain, wvood, grass and erntl~enn-are pots mill n o  
"doubt be procural)le, but owiug to the nature of the c o u ~ ~ t r y  and the late fa~ninc  there will 
"be great difficulty about gettiug poultry, eggs or sheep and I \vonld recommend you to order 
"all such supplies from Allahabad or Jubbnlpore, and have them sent clown by rail. As 
"regards the site I should recolnrnerld you to choose this for yol~rself after s e e i ~ ~ g  the 
" c o ~ ~ n t r y  bctlrcen Snlidol and Ghunghuti." 

4. Or1 Deccmher 14, I received the following letter from the Astronomer Royal 
dated Grcenniclr, Novcniber 19tl1: " Enclosed are our instruc- 

''la- 
'( tious for 0111' Eclipse Camp and 11lans of I~iits and piers, trnctione. 
" ~vllicli I hope yon mill find sufFicie~ltly explicit. Last Friday 

"Sir C. E, Bernard still tl~ouglit IVC might go to KarBd, but the nc\vs of the plague s i i~ce 
"puts a different complesioil on the case, and I thinlt now me must give it  up and go to a 
"station on thc Icatni-Dilhspur line." 

The following were tlie written instructions which the Astronomer Royal enclosed 
in his letter :- 

Station. A suitable site sho111d bc sclected within 3 or 4 miles of the central line. 
Near Kar:id or Jclir sould be the best site astronomirally, 1111t if tlicre is diffict~lty on 
account of thc plague, a site on the central linc uear the railvay joiuing Icatui aud Billspur 
would do well. 

Party .  Tlie party m ~ l l  consist of :- 

Mr. Cl~ristic and his son I-Iarold of 13 years of age. 
Professor Tnrncr. 

Date o f  Arrival. Thc party will arrive at  Boml~ag by the S. S. "Ballarat ", due 
Jannary 3rt1, ant1 at t l ~ c  station about January 10th to 12th. 

Date ?f Dcparfrc~.e. Should no results 11c obtained the camp co111tl I)e struck on 
January 23rd. If tllc Eclipsc is succcssfally observed it could be struck on January 24th 
or 25th. 

Eclipse Camp. A sltetcli plan is cnclosed showing proposed arrangements of the 
Obscrving Camp and dctails ol' thc picrs aiirl I~nts .  

Orcllook ?f Cawp. Tlie outloolc of thc Ol~serving Camp must be C ~ C R T  to the South. 
Tlie SUN s11011Id bc vi,iI)Ie from all parts of it  from '3 a.nr. to 3 P.M. 

Insl~.~cmenl Piers.  The picrs for thc illstrumeuts may be male of concrete or brick- 
work. 

H i ~ l s .  The 1111ts may be co~istrr~ctcd ill any way that is fonncl locally convenient. 
OjTce Tertt, A marquee sliot~lcl be provlded aa an office and store tent. 
Dark Room. A Photographic dark room suital)le for work in the day time should 

be provitlcd. 
IJcncr, l'llc ol)scrving Camp sliol~ld bc completely Ecnccd in. Arrangements must 

bc matlc lor the police protcctiou of the Camp. Spccial attention must be paid to tlie 



danger of fires being lighted in  the vicinity on the day of the eclipse, as the smoke might 
interfere with the'observations. 

Assistants. The following assistants are  required :- 
2 Photographers 
6 Trained Natives !accustomed t o  such work as recording observations, kc.) 
4 Coolies. 

Stores. I n  addition t o  the stores required for the construction of huts, piers, &c., the 
following should be provided. 

1 Barrel Portland Cement 
150 feet r u n  of timber about 2'" x 3'" 
2 cwt. of iron or stone for  clock weights 
2 gallons of methylated spirits 

Photographic Stores. The two photographers should come provided with all materials 
for developing dry plates up to 12''' x 10i size. 

Living Camp. The living camp should be between 100 and 300 yards from the 
Observing Camp. 

Time and Longitude. Accurate local time (determined with a Transit Instrument) 
will be required on the day of the Eclipse and also the accurate Longitude of the station. 
This latter may be determined afterwards, as i t  will only be wanted if the photographs of the 
partial phase for determination of position of the moon relatively to  the sun are successful. 

5 .  With these instructions were two sheets of drawings, giving plans and elevations 
of the huts and piers. The huts were to  be 19 feet long by 9 feet wide and 9 feet high, and 
were to  be so constructed, that the sun's rays would reach an inside mirror from 11 A.M. to 
4 P.M.  Each Astronomer required three pillars to  be built i n  his h u t :  one of these pillars 
was t o  carry the mirror or ccelostat, and the other two were to support the telescope. The 
ccelostat pillar had to be placed with its longer sides parallel to  the meridian, and its shorter 
parallel to  the prime vertical. The meridian line was to  be marked across its surface and 
the line of the prime vertical drawn one foot from its southern edge. From the point of 
intersection of these two lines a third line was t o  be laid down i n  a direction somewhat 
north of west; this third 1i11e was t o  be inclined to the line of the prime vertical a t  an 
angle equal to  the declination of the Sun on the day of the Eclipse; and i t  was t o  cut the 
two telescope pillars a t  right angles through their centres. The three pillars were then to 
be raised t o  such relative heights that  the Telescope, when depressed ten degrees, should 
point t o  the centre of the mirror. 

6 .  Having settled with Captain Lenox Conyngham at  Agra the questions concern- 
ing khalisis and instruments, I proceeded to Sutna where I 

Camping arrangement!. 
met Captain A. F. Pinhey, the Political Agent of Baghelkhand. 

H e  took great interest i n  the work, rendered me cordial assistance and attached an Assistant 
Commissioner and Police Officer to  my Camp. 

From Sutna I went to  Jubbulpore to arrange for tents, furniture, liquor, food and 
servants. As Sahdol was outside the Bombay Command, my previous arrangements for 
camp equipage were cancelled, and I was ordered to draw tents from the Agra and Allahabad 
arsenals, and get barrack furniture from the Executive Engineers, Military Works Depart- 
ment, Allahabad and Jubbulpore. Captain Lenox Conyngham lent me durrees, which 
he had borrowed from the Military Secretary to the Viceroy for the Pulgaon Camp, and 
the  Chief Commissariat Officer a t  Jubbulpore lent me cooking pots and crockery. Mr. For 
Strangways, the Chief Secretary to  the Central Provinces Government, kindly gave me leave 
by telegram to borrow three fine single-poled tents* from the camp equipage of the Chief 
Commissioner, which was stored in the Jubbulpore Jail. 

A t  Juhbulpore I was met by Lieutenant Crosthwait, R.E., who had recently been 
attached to the Tidal and Levelling Party, and wlro, I was thankful to find, was an expert 
a t  mess-management and catering. W e  engaged a staff of servants for five weeks, and laid 
i n  stores, wines, soda-water and vegetables. 

* At Sehdol one of these was sllotted Lo Mr. Christie end his son, one to Professor Turner, unrl Llrc Lhircl was 
used so the mesa.tent. 
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7. By December 28th I was in  camp a t  Sahdol, with Lieutenant Crostliwa5t1 two 
computers, tmo carpenters and ten KlialBsis. I n  the selection of the site for tlie Astronomer 
Royal's station, which was our first duty, i t  had to be borne in  mind that the latitude and 
lo~lgitude were required with precision, and that therefore a connection by triangulation with 
principal trigonomctrical stations would be necessary. W e  were fortunate in  findiug a point, 
from w11icl1 two trigonometrical points were visible, and which was equilaterally situated with 
regard to them. I t  was near the Mudna River, and suj'iciently near the centre line of 
totality, being aitliin half a mile according to the Germans, one and a half according t o  
tllc French, and three and a half accordillg to the Nautical Almanac. The jurigle was rather 
thick and an area of 400 yards square had to be cleared; the trees were cut dorrn, the long 
grass burnt, all stumps dug up and the ground levclled. 

The Thiikur of SohAgpur called on us and placed au elephant a t  our disposal, and 
the Assistant Commissioner of Remah proved of great assistance. 

On Decemher 31st Mr. C. H. McAIFee, Extra Assistant Superintendent, arrived 
from Dehra Din ,  bringing 2 Klialiisis and all the necessary astronomical instruments. The 
Dark-Room arrived safely from Calcutta, where i t  had been made under Mr. T. A. Pope, 
Assistant Surveyor General, and was easy to  erect. 

8. Lieutciiant Crosthwait undertook the construction of the observing huts and 
pillars ; he built the pillars according to the instructions givcn it1 para. 44, and then constructed 
thc huts rouud thcm. The attached drawing, Plate No. I, shows the Astronomer Royal's hut  
and its pillars: Professor Turner's were almost identical. The pillars for tlie Survey Transit 
Instrument were built on tlie meridian of the Astronomer Royal's ccelostat-pillar, and a 
small hut erected near for our large astronomical clock, our chronographs and chronometers; 
a brick pillar was built to  which the clock was affixed. 

011  January 1st 1898, Mr. Michie Smith, the Government Astronomer, arrived from 
Madras : I had clearcd the jungle for 11is camp bcfore his arrival, and he at  once set to  work 
to raise a mound of earth 20 feet high to carry his polar siderostat: this mound was 
christened "Mount Sahdol", and its centre mas placed on the meridian of the Astronomer 
Royal's station and of my Trausit Instrument. 

By January 8th all the tents were pitched, the huts and pillars built, the transit 
instrument and astronomical clock erected, and the chronographs in  working order. 

9. At  6 a.m. on January 9th, the Astronomer Royal, and his son and Professor 
~ u r n e r  arrived at  Sahdol. We met them at  the Railway Station 

Arrival of 1110 Astronomore. 
and arranged for the carriage of their telescopes and mirrors t o  

tlic camp. Immediately after breakfast they commenced unpacking their boxes, and erecting 
their instruments, aild for tlrc next fcw days they used to work from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. ; the 
two meclianics of the Tidal Party proved of grcat assistance to them, and all the KhalAsis - - 

mcre in constant usc slid request. Mr. George, the photographer, arrived on January 14th. 
From January 10th to January 17th the camp was a busy scene. The English Astronomers 
hat1 a grcat dcal of work in adjusting their instruments, in getting ready their dry plates and 
in arranging their cllemicals. From January 12tli Ilieutenant Crostliwait commenced taking 
half-hourly readings of tempcraturc and the barometer throughout the day, that we might 
know thc ordinary daily variations, and thus sce the effect of the Eclipse. At the request 
of the English Astronomers Mr. AfcA'Pec made a snrvcy of the Sahdol camp, a print of 
which is attached to this rcport as Plate 11. My own work during this period was the 
atljacitmcnt of thc Trausit Instrument and the determination by star observations of the 
clock and clironometer errors and rates. 

10. Both the English Astronomers werc provided with a combined camera and 
telescope and with a reflccting mirror called a caelostat. Pro- 

n c ~ c r ~ p l ~ n n  of tho Obsarrs- 
honq ~nlcndod LO bo takcn st fessor Turner had also a polariscope. There was no spectroscope, 
tho Jlrl~peu. as Dr. Common, the spcctroscopic observcr, had been prevented 
I)y l l l ~ ~ c s s  from coming. 

Thc ohscrvntions with thc exception of the timings of thc contacts were to  be made 
I)y ~ ~ l l o t o g r n p h ~  and not by eye: thc timings of the contacts were the only part of the Eclipse 
lxogramme cntrusted to  an eye-observer. 



The ccelostat - and this is the  first Eclipse a t  which one has been employed-is, 
mirror placed opposite the  object-glass of the  telescope and rotated by clock-work. ~t 
reflects the Sun's rays into the telescope, and its constant rotation lieeps the Sun's image 
stationary on a sensitive plate. The advantages of the celostat are great : i t  does away with 
the  necessities of mounting the telescope equatorially and of revolving i t  by clock-work, and 
the  telescope can be kept inside a hut  in the shade, instead of being pointed at  the Sun 
and exposed to great heat and consequent disturbance of focus. 

11.  Eclipse work generally may be divided into two distinct classes, (a) Mathematical, 
and (b) Physical. The mathematical astronomer utilises a n  Eclipse for correcting solar 
and lunar motions, distances and positions, whilst the physicist employs the spectroscope, 
camera and polariscope to examine the  Sun's constitution and rad ia t io~~s .  

A Solar Eclipse is of value t o  the mathematician, because except a t  Eclipses the 
Moon cannot be observed, when she is ou the same side of 

The use of the Msthematicnl Obser- 
vatiooa. the  Earth as the Sun.  The path of the Moon, more 

complex than that  of any other heavenly body, rests 
therefore on  determinations made only, when she is i n  opposition t o  the Sun. At no recent 
Eclipses, however, have mathematical observations been taken, the physicist apparently 
having ousted the mathematician, just as the photographer is  ousting the eye-observer. At 
$he Eclipse of last January the  Astronomer Royal made a new departure and decided to 
re-determine the position of the Moon, employing all  the means placed a t  his disposal by 
modern photographic improvements. 

12. Mathematical observations of a n  Eclipse require a knowledge not only of the 
exact position of the observatory on the  Globe, but also a very accurate determination of 
time. Errors i n  terrestrial position and time become largely multiplied i n  celestial results. 
I t  is perhaps possible, that  a t  recent Eclipses there mere n o  means of determining latitude, 
longitude or time, and that  the Astronomer Royal was influenced on this occasion by the 
fact, that  the Eclipse mas occurring i n  India. Eclipse parties generally travel lightly 
equipped, and only take such instruments as are actually necessary for Eclipse work: the 
determination of latitude, longitude and time, if t o  be made with real precision, requires 
astronomical telescopes, electric chronographs, pendulum clocks and telegraphic connection 
with Greenwich, and entails perhaps weeks of observation. I n  India the latitude and 
longitude of any place can now be found from a connection with the nearest Principal 
Trigonometrical points, and all the appliances necessary for accurate time determination are 
ready to hand. 

13. The determination of the distance or  place of the Moon is similar to  fixing an 
i~iaccessible snom-peak, and in each case a base-line is necessary. I n  the case of a snow- 
peal< the surveyor has merely to  measure his basc, but in  the case of the Moon no measurcd 
hase would be long enough, and we have t o  calculnle one. At  the total Eclipse of the Sun 
thc base-liiie employed extended from Greenwich to Snl~dol. 

The calculation of the length of s u c l ~  a base-line is in two steps : the first step is to 
determine the latitude and longitude of its two ends, i.e., their exact positions on the Globe; 
and tlic second is to  calculate their distance apart. This second step is dependent on the 
size alld shape of the Earth, and these elements are deiluced from the trigonometrical 
surveys O F  Europe and India. The recent detcrmiuation of the longitude of Inclia (made 
i n  lH!35-9(i) has been accepted i n  its entirety by the Astronomer Royal, and atloptcd as an 
elcme~it O F  his great terrestrial base in  this measurement of thc Moon's position. The place 
of the Moon, as eorrcctcd by the Sahdol work, will probably Ile incorporated ill the Nautical 
Almanacs of the foturc, until  opportunity arrives for again improving it. 

T l ~ e  weak point a t  preseut in  the calculation of a terrestrial base is the uncertaiuty 
that exists of tlie Earth's esact figure: compared to the whole surface of the Globe, the 

that have becn trigonometrically surveyed are very small, and owing to the deflec- 
tion of the plumb liue, caused by the attraction of mounti~ins, i t  is unsafe to  gcneralise for 
the  whole Earth from such areas as Europe and India. 

14. I t  is popularly supposed-but the suppositiou is wrong-that the motion of the 
Moon is knowu with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes: some irlca of tlie errors, 
that do exist in  hcr accepted position, may be gathered from the discrcpancies amoilntiug to 
thrce or four milcs hctmeen the German, French and English determinations of tlie central 
liuc at  the recent Eclipse: the place of the Moon is iu  fact not well enough known for a 



sailor or geographer t o  be able to  determine his longitude within 5 miles. If the time ever 
comes, when we are able to  pl~otograph the stars by day-light and all celestial bodies through 
clouds, and to determine our latitude and lo~lgitude by simple pl~otography, t l ~ e  mariner 
will still be morltiug with his log and his compass, unless the Moon's position is improved 
upon. 

The sun and stars tell us our Latitude : the Moon is the only mark i n  the l~eavens 
of Longitude." For  Lougitude thc heavens are the face of a watch, the stars representing 
the Roman numerals and miuute-divisions, and the hloon is the only I~and  : the difficulty of 
exact observatiou will be appreciated, if one considers how inaccurately the time of day 
would be told from a match, which carricd no minute 11and. Even the hour hands of our 
watches move roulld their faces in t~velve hours, but the hand of the longitude match takes 
27 days to  pass round its dial. To what accuracy could we tell tlie time of day, if our 
watchcs and clocks had only one hand, and that revolving in 27 days ? Bul the longitude 
observer is a t  auother disadvantage, i n  that the Moon's pace is not regular, and he has t o  
allow for her quiclcening and her slacltening; and even when this allowance is made with 
precision, there is still an error accumulating at  the rate of 1 second of time in 8 years, 
which the theory of gravitation is unable to  explain. 

15. Tlle method of observation, to  be employed by the Astronomer Royal, was to  
observe the times of the four Eclipse co~ltacts and to take 

Determination of the Moon'a place. a long series of instantaneous photographs (noting the time 
of each) during the partial phases from the 1st to  the 2nd coutact and from the 3rd to  the 
4th. Each of these photographs would give the relative positions of the Sun and Moon. 
The interval of 105 seconds between the 2nd and 3rd contacts was to be reserved for his 
physical observations. 

16. The main object of physical research at  Eclipses is to  throw light on the vexed 
question of what the corona is. Does it  belong to the Sun, 

Physical Observations. 
or the Moon, or is its seat in  the Earth's atmosphere ? What  

is it  made of, and is i t  connected with Sun-spots? I s  it  rotating or still? I s  i t  an electric 
phenomenon, or due to  the Sun's magnet~sm? I s  i t  gascous or ineteoric o r  auroral? I s  i ts  
light its own or reflected ? These are the great problems now awaiting solution. 

The corona is believed to be mainly a solar phenomenon, nltlrougl~ it is not considered 
possible for a solar atmosphere to  extend to a height of tnro or three diameters above the  
sun's surface. The attraction of the Sun is so great as to render i t  improbable, that its 
atmosphere reaches a height of half a diameter, and the extreme portions of the corona are 
therefore attributed to motes and ice-crystals floating ill the Etrtll's atmosphere. The inner 
ring of radiance, shining as i t  does by reflected light, is believed to belong to the Moon, but 
its width is a matter of doubt. 

The popular belief i n  the utility of Eclipse investigation mould be strengthened, if 
astronomers could say what they are expec t i~~g  to fiud; but this they cannot do. They are 
groping in the dark, not scekiug for any p:~rticular tlling, l ~ l t  tr!.inp to pick up something, 
that may indirectly benefit mankiud. Most great dirco~~e~ics-mituess those of Paraday and 
Riiutgcn,-mero made by men groping blindly, and nlightiug accitlcr~tnlly 011 an uncapected 
val11al)le. Eclipse ohservcrs arc, Iiowever, a t  II disatlva~~tage compat~ed with all other 
i~~vestigators : workers a t  mechnnics, chemistry 01- geology can givc up their whole timc to 
research, and cau follow 111) each idea with experimellts : but the Eclipse ol~server, even sup- 
pob~ng that 11e devoted himsclf ml~olly to 1Cclipse.r for 50 years of l ~ i s  lifc, visiting and observin.9 
evc1.y l~ossiblc Eclil)sc, would yct ill the aggregate hnvc oidy seen thc corona for one hour 
and x I~alf.  

Thc physical observations of the Astronomer Royal acre to consist of 7 photographs 
to he takeu duriug the 105 seconds of totalit,y, nit11 different exposures, varyilrg from 
1 second to 20 seconds, giving images of thc Sun 3f incllcv iu diameter. 

Professor Turncr's com1,inetl calnrra nnd telescope nlms donl~le, and took two pictures 
of the Sun at each exposurr, one \ )c~ng I + inches in d~amctcr, tlrc other half an inch. His 

contr~l,ntions to pllysical rcscarch were to consi.st of a serics of these double pictures taken 
\),ltll diffcrcnt exposures dnriug totality. Hc intended to reserve the last 15 seconds of 
totality for talting ~vitll his l~olariscopc, to  dctermine, whctl~er the light of the 
rorolln is its own or reflcctccl. Tllc polariscope was mounted and fixed on tlie telescope. 

* 'Phc fancy methods of obearrotioll by Jupiter's Satellitee are not poesible J eea nud not eucceseful on land. 



17. At Sahdol the work of the Survey Department was wliolly auxiliary to tllat of 

allotLcd for tile day of tile tlie English Bstronomcrs, a ~ i d  I placed every oi~c's services 
Eclipse. for the clay of thc Eclipse at the disposal of the A ~ t r o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Royal and Professor Turner. 
The follolr-i~~g is a complete list of members of the Survey Department, employed at 

Sshdol, wit11 the parties from whicli they were drawn, and with the Eclipse duties allotted 
them by tlie Astrouomers :- 

Name. 

Major S. G. 
Burrard, R.E. 

Lieut. H. L. 
Crostliwait, R.E. 

Mr. C. H. 
McA'Fee 

Mr. George . . . 

Dhondu Vinayek 
G. B. Joshi .. . 
Viuayek Narayen 

N. V. Apte .. . 

G. R. Bliabhe ... 

\'. B .  Garud .. . 

Tukaram Han- 
mantra0 

Shanliar Devidas 

1 Tindal . . . 
I Daftary . .. 
1 Chaprksi . . . 
1 do. ... 
2 do. ,.. 

1 Khalksi . .. 
2 Khalksis ... 

3 do. . . . 
2 do. ... 
2 do. . . . 

18. Every 
a chronometer placed between the two observatories ; a recorder 

&stem of drill. 
stood on each side of each astronorncr, onc to hantl thc p l~ t c s  

for exposure, one to receive them after. A recorder in cach observatory notcd the durations 

of the exposures. The exposures during totality were to be made by hand, an ol)aCl1le 
fan being interposed at  tbc word " close " between the cdostat  and the telcscopc, and with-  
drawn at  the word Master I-Iarold Christie vorkcd the fan for his father, autl 

Desiguat~on. 
-- 

Superintendelit 

Assistant 
Superintendent 

Extra Assistant 
Superintendent 

Photographer 

Surveyor . . . 
J I  . . . 
,, . . . 

Sub-surveyor 

Computer ... 

JJ . . . 

Mechanic . . . 

,J ... 

,.. 

... 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . , 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
, . .  

day the Eclipse 

Ofice or Pnrty. 

No. 25 Party 

J I  

Trigonome- 
trical Branch 

OfFice 

Photo Office, 
Calcutta 

No. 25 Party 
No. 22 Party 
No. 26 Party 

)I 

,J 

J J 

9 )  

', 

No. 22 Party 

'I 

) I  

)J 

No. 25 Party 
No. 23 Party 
Trigl. Branch 

Office 
No. 22 Party 

J) 

)) 

programme 

Eclipse duty. 

ltesponsible for time observations with 
the Transit Instrument, for determi- 
nation of clock-errors, and for the 
timings of the Eclipse contacts and of 
the Astronomer Royal's photographs. 

Responsible for Meteorological obser- 
vations and for the electric arrange- 
ments for signalling the Astronomer 
Royal's times of exposure. 

I n  charge of the recorders and drill. To 
be responsible that the counter and 
each recorder fulfilled his allottedpart. 
To be ready to assume any part in the 
event of a break-down. 

I n  charge of dark-room and chemicals. 

Professor Turner's chief recorder. 
Counter forthe first minute of totality. 
Handed the plate for each exposure to 

the Astronomer Royal. 
Counter for the second minute of total- 

ity. 

Received the plate after each exposure 
from the Astronomer Royal. 

Meteorological Recorder under Lieut. 
Crosthwait. 

Handed the plate for each exposure to 
Professor Turner. 

Receivcd the plate after each exposure 
from Professor Turner. 

Transit Observatory. 
Office. 
Wit11 the Astronomer Royal. 
With Professor Turner. 
With Officer in charge of camp. 
Dark-room. 
Astronomer Royal's Observatory. 

Transit Observatory. 
Professor Turner's Observatory. 
Clock House. 

was rehearsed: thc countcrs counted from 



Dhondu Vinayek for  Professor Turner. Mr. C. H .  McA'Fee stood between the two obser- 
vatories, superintending the counters and recorders, ready to assume any part i n  the evcnt 
of a break-down. 

January 17th was a general holiday and a beat for big game was organised. The 
Thiikur of Sohiigpur was called into conference, and two rows of machBns constructed. 
We left camp on elephants before sunrise and were out in  the jungle till after sunset. 
There were two beats, and several deer and nilgcii, a tiger and a boar passed through the 
line of Astronomers. 

The jungles around our camp i n  January were the resort of numbers of banjn'ra 
gipsies, and the smoke from their fires used to lie heavily over our tents. As the Eclipse 
day drew near, the Assistant Commissioner was aslted to  prevent fires being lighted in  our 
vicinity, lest the smolte should interfere with the photographs. The steps taken by the 
State Officials of Rewah, to  caution the banja'ras against fires and smoke, afforded much 
amusement to  the English Astronomers : the method of warning adopted was to tiail pages, 
torn from a WIiiteamay-and-Laidlaw's advertising catalogue, to  the trees surrounding the 
camp. I n  all directions i n  the jungle were pictures of ladies' corsets and bodices, fre- 
quently upside down, nailed to  the trees. The measure was successful, and no banjdras 
approached our camp. 

I had expected Colonel Gore, R.E., to  arrive from Dehra Dlin on January 13th, 
but he telegraphed that  he was delayed. I had been looking forward to his coming, as we 
had been wishing t o  consult him on several electric and photographic points. H e  arrived 
on January 16th and stayed three clays, leaving us then for the camp at  Pulgaon. 

All final arrangements had now been made : the Agent to the Bengal-NBgpur Railway 
had placed a saloon carriage at  our disposal for visitors, and assisted us in matiy other ways. 
Mr. Eliot had promised to send us the weather telegrams daily; the Director Gcneral of 
Telegraphs had arranged for the transmission oE foreign and press messages from Sahdol. 

19. As January 22nd drew near, the population of Sahdol began to increase: 
the camps of the Agent to  the Governor General for Central India, of the Ilahbriija of 
Rewah, and of the Political Agent of Rewah mere laid out about a mile distant from us, 
and the tents of the district officials of Bilkspur and Jubbulpore were pitched in the open 
spaccs ncar the Railway Station : special trains for the Eclipse were announced t o  run illto 
Sahdol from Nigpur, Jubbulpore and Bilispur. 

The natives of the surrouriding hills and forests began to converge on Sahdol, the 
news of the great coming Eclipse and of the preparations being made for i t  having pene- 
trated to  their villages; their desire to witness the phenomenon from Sahdol instead of 
from their homes mas not so much due to their appreciation of the advantage of being on 
the centre line of totality, as to  their belief that the Eclipse mould be only visible from the 
English Astronomers' Camp. 

Both the villagers aud the Ki~aln'sis from Northern India prophesied that the Eclipse 
would be accompanied by an Earth-quake: I had licver heard the idea before, but I now see 
that Dr. Ginzel, i n  Himmel-und-Erde, regards an Earth-quake as a probable terrestrial effect 
of an Eclipse, although the mechanism of conncction is unknown. 

On January 20th, General Stmhan, General Wooclthorpe and Sir Thomas Holclich 
arrived, and on January 21st Captain Bullen, Captain Dealy and Captain Embank, all of the 
Royal Engineers. 



20. The day of the Eclipse mas cloudless, all observations were successful, no 
hitches or b reak-dow~~s  occurred, and the native recorders and counters acquitted them. 
selves with honor. One or two seconds mere perhaps lost by the Astronomers at  the begirl- 
ning of totality: the sweep of the shadow mas t o  have been the signal for commencing their 
programme, but the sudden darkening, that  had been expected, did not occur, and totality 
came ou unawares. 

For  his determination of the place of the Moon, the Astronomer Royal took ten 
photographs during the partial phase preceding totality and ten more duriug the second 
partial pl~ase:  these mere supplemellted by the timings of the four contacts. 

The results of the observations made during totality mere :- 
(a) Seven photographs of the Corona, taken by the Astronomer Royal with differ- 

ent  exposures, giving images of the Sun, 34 inches i n  diameter. 
( b )  Twelve pliotograplrs of the Corona, taken by Professor Turner with different 

exposures, six giving images of the Sun, 14 inches i n  diameter, and six giving 
images + inch i n  diameter. 

(c )  Two photographs of the  Corona taken by Professor Turner mith the polariscope 
through prisms of Iceland Spar for testing the  polarisation of coronal light. 

21. The effects of the Eclipse on the temperature are exhibited in  the accompanying 
diagram, Plate No. V. The black curve i n  this diagram shows the changes of temperature 
on Sanuary 23rd) ~vhich may be considered a normal day. The red curve s11ows the changes 
011 the day of the Eclipse. The temperature was recorded every half hour for several days 
before and after the Eclipse, and it  mas our original intention to deduce the curve of normal 
temperature from the mean of a fortnight's observations. This method, however, mas abarl- 
rlonecl, hecause, during the third meek of January, a wave of heat passed over India, and the 
temperature rose considerably, rendering a mean temperature very misleading and meaning- 
less. I t  mas considered fairer t o  compare January 22nd mith the 23rd rather than mith the 
21st, hecause the  early morning temperatures of the 22nd, the day of the Eclipse, agreed 
closely with those of the 23rd, but mere four degrees higher than those of the 21st. 

The Barometer was read every half hour on days preceding and succeeding the day 
of the Eclipse, and every 5 minutes on January 22nd. The Eclipse had apparently no effect 
on its readings. 

The shadow bands were seen by Sir  Thomas Holdich on the mhite-paper of his plane- 
tal)lc, which he had erected for his drawing of the Eclipse. 

Captain Bullen, R.E., photographed the Corona with a camera of his own. 

22. I t  had been decided beforehand to ask as many observers as possible to make hand- 
drawings of the Corona, and cards printed for the purpose at 

Coronnl Drnwings. Dehra D i n  mere distributed at  Jerir, Pulgaon, Sahrlol, 
Ai!sar and Dnmraon. Unfortunately the objection was raised that a t  forrner Eclipses no 
two eye-sketches had ever been alike, and that their differences had been too great for 
reconciliatio~~. The idea, that eye-drawings mere worthless, gained ground and many people 
were influe~lccd, and out of 100 cards issued only 31 mere reccived hacL. The fact, that no 
two ol~scrvers make the same drawing may well go to  prove," that the outer part of the 
Corona is a phenome~lnrl due to  the state of the terrestrial atmosphere in the observer's line 
of s igl~t ,  and thus differing in appearance at  very short intervals of distance. The Corona 
moreovcr may 1)c in  a state of pulsatiol~ and 11ot constant in form, and different drawings 
would uecessarily he different. I\ free-hand sltetcll may possibly exaggerate thc coronal 
din~cusious, just as our eye gives us an exaggerated idea of the size of a full Moon, but the 
retina for  short e s p o s ~ ~ r e s  is more sensitive than any plate, and the photographs of the 
Corolla fail to convcy in any n a y  the general impressio~l, which I received, of totality. 

After the Eclipse was over, I collected 23 coronal drawings from Sahdol, 3 from 
D l ~ m r a o l ~ ,  2 from Buxar and 3 from Jelir, malti~lg 31 in all. 

* Ta~t's ~ecent Advances In Pbysicol Bcieuce. 







The following is a list of the eye-01)servers :- 

At Sahdol. 

Lieut.-Colonel D. W. K. Barr, C.S.I., Agent to the Governor General, 
Central India. 

Mrs. Barr. 
Miss E. C. Barr. 
Captain A. F. Pinhey, Political Agent, Baghelkhand. 
Mrs. A. F. Pinhey. 
Lieutenant E. Barnes, 1st Assistant to the Agent to the Governor General. 
Surgeon-Lieut.-Colonel P. A. Weir, Residency Surgeon. 
Mrs. Weir. 
Major-General C. Strahan, R.E., Surveyor General of India. 
Colonel Sir T. H. Holdich, K.C.I.E., C.B., R.E. 
Major-General R. G. Woodthorpe, C.B., R.E. 
Major S. G. Burrard, R.E. 
Captain W.  Embank, R.E. 
Captain J .  A. Dealy, R.E. 
Mrs. A. Cooke. 
Mr. J. B. Leventhorpe, C.E., Superintending Engineer, Jubbulpore. 
Mr. F. ,Marsh, Traffic-Superintendent, Bengal-NBgpur Railway. 
Surgeon-Lieut.-Colonel A. M. Crofts. 
Mr. Bijaynath Sirkar, B.A., C.E., Public Works Department. 
Dr. E. H. Bingley, M.D., Medical OEcer, Bengal-Nkgpur Railway. 
Mr. A. T. Goodfellom, Auditor, Bengal-XScgpur Railway. 
Mr. G. D. Osmell, M.A., Principal Rajkumar College, Raipur. 
Manohar Krishna, Under-graduate, Calcutta University. 

24. Mr. Hari Gopal Kadne, College of Science, Poona. 
25. Mr. H. F. Beale, C.E., Priucipal, College of Science, Poona. 
26. Mr. Jurao Raghoba, College of Science, Poona. 

At Dumraon. 

27. Mr. M. F. Gauntlett, I.C.S., Assistant Accountant-General, Bengal. 
28. Lieutenant F. A. Buzzard, R.A. 
29. Mr. J .  Eccles, M.A., Survey of India Department. 

30. Lieut.-Colouel Hanbury White, R.E. 
31. Mrs. E. Scott. 

Of the thirty-olle hand-drawings I now attach fac-similes. These drawings, it shoultl 

he remcmhcrcd by critics, mere made nndcr grcat difficulties, thc light was had, the time mas 
wry limited aud the splendonr of thc Eclipse was distracti~~g to the attention. The drsftsmeu 
merc asked to careEully cstimatc the lengths,* thc positions, the directions and the forms of 
t l ~ r  qtreamcrs, I)ut neatness beauty, it was cxplnil~ed to thcm, mere not reqnired. 

* l ' l lc  lenptlla of 1110 at,rcn~nrrs nrc ellown diffrl.enl1,~ in different d r a w i n ~ s :  i t  must not be nssumed tllnt 
n l c l ~  rl~rcr~>pnl~cie* nrr dllp to cr1.ol.s oC rstilnntion. 11, is more  roba able lhnt the eyee of w m e  obeervere were more 
se11sitive then tllose of otllcrs, nod renlly enw wore. 





Bu L~EUT. &L. D. W. 9. BARR, 
Agent Gouento~General, 

Central 111diu. 

(SAHDOL, No. 1.) 





BY Mm. BARR, 

(SAHDOL NO. a.) 





BY MISS E. C. BARR, 

(SAHDOL No. 3.) 





BY CAPTAIN A. PINHEY, 

(SBBDOL No. 4.) 





BY MIH. A. F. PINHEY, 

(SABDOL No 6.) 





BY LIEUT. E BARNES, 
Aes i~tant  Agent Governor General, 

Central India. 

(SAHDOL No. 8. ) 





BY ~ R G N .  LIEUT. COL. P. A. WEIR, I. M. S, 

(SAEDOL, No. 7.)  





nu MRS. WEIR. 

(SAHDOL No. 8.) 





BY GENERAL C. STRAIIAN, B.E. 

(SAHDOL No. 8.) 





(SAEiDOL No. 10.) 





I ~ Y  MAJOR-GENL. It. a. WOODTHORPE, C.B., R.E. 

(SAHDOL No. 11.) 





BY MAJOB S. Cf. BURRARD, R.E. 

(SAHDOL No. la.) 





BY CAPTAIN W. EWBANK, R.E. 

(SAHDOL, No. 13.) 





BY CAPTAIN J. A. DEALY, R.E. 

(SAHDOL No. 14.) 





BY MBB. ANGELA COORE, 

(SAHDOL No. 16.) 





BY ME. J. B. LEVENTHORPE. 

(SAHDOL No. 10.) 





BY MR. F. MARSH, 
B. N. Railway. 

(SAHDOL No. 17.) 





BY SUBOEON LIEUT. COLONEL A. M. CROFTS, 

(SAHDOL No. 18. ) 
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23. The accordance between these drawings is more remarkable than their discre- 
pncies. The only eye-observer, who detected the curved forms of the two left-hand upper 
streamers of the corona, mas General Strahan, and the sltetches of experienced draftsmen 
like Sir T. Holdich and General Woodthorpe show the boundaries of the streamers straight: 
the existence of the curves mas generally disputed after the Eclipse, but they appear marked 
in the photographs. 

Many of the eye-observers, as mill be seen i n  the appendix t o  this report, remark on 
the sudden appearance of banlrs of clouds during totality, where none mere visible iu day- 
light, attributing the phcnomenon to the change of light. I t  is possible, however, that these 
clouds mere actually called into existence by the Eclipse, and that the fall in  temperature 
consequent on the Eclipse condensed them out of the atmosphere. 

24. The days following the Eclipse mere occupied i n  developing plates and dismantl- 
ing instruments ; the plates mere all developed successfully, and lest the originals should get 
damaged in transit to England, a transparency, or glass positive, mas taken of each and left 
in India in  my custody. 

The English Astronomers left Sahdol on January 27th, and except for the triangula- 
tion and the computation of the transit observations, our Eclipse work mas now complete. 
Our oficial duty of rendering all assistance to  Mr. Christie and Mr. Turner had proved a 
service of the greatest interest and the greatest pleasure. 

25. After the Astronomers had left, I remained a t  Sahdol a week with Mr. McA'Fee. 
The triangulation for connecting Sahdol observatory still remained to be executed, and the 
transit-observations and the times of the Astronomer Royal's photographs had to be com- 
puted. The necessary triangulation consisted of one triangle only : Sahdol Eclipse Station 
mas visible from two old trigonometrical points, fixed in 1862, Barjana and Ghuingliti. 
The horizontal and vertical angles mere observed by Mr. Mc A'Fee, and the computed results 
are :- 

Latitude 23O 16' 45".3 

Sahdol Eclipse Station ... Longitude 81 21 3 3  .O 

Height 1502'4 feet. 

The calculation of the times of the contacts and of the Astronomer Royal's photo- 
graphs occupied some days. I append a copy of the Tabular Statement, mhicl~ I sent to  the 
Astronomer ltoyal after his departure. This Statement merits a few words of explanation, 
as its contents are tile only visible return for all the expenditure incurred i n  the carriage of 
the Astronomical and Electrical instruments to Sahdol. 
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26. I t  will be seen from t l 2  Tal~le  that two separate records were made of each timing, 
one by Mr. McAJFee and one 3y electricity. The Astronomer Royal rccordetl the times 
of his photographs on the electric ch~.onogmph by means of a break-circuit tapper, the 
astronomical clock marking seconds of sidereal time on the cl~ronogmph also. As electricity 
is liable to fail a t  critical moments, the Astronomer Royal asltecl Mr. i\IcAIFee to listen to  
the click of the shutter, accompanying the cxposure of each photograph,* and to note in  
writing the time of each click to  the ncarest half-second from a mcan-time chronometer. 
If the electric record were successful, i t  would be adopted, but if i t  failed, Mr. McA'Fee's 
record would be in  reserve to replace it. 

0 1 1  January 22nd, for a few hours i n  the early morning, and again in  the evening, 
I took star-observations to determine t l ~ e  errors of the ~idcreal  clock and mean-time 
chronometer. The Table shows that the mean-time chronometer was 238.2 fast in the 
morning and 228.9 fast i n  the evening: the clock was 12s.83 fast in  the morning and 
14"88 fast i n  the evening. The Astronomer Royal took twenty photographs, and the four 
contacts were timed. For the first photograph, which was taken before the Eclipsc had 
begun, the same plate mas exposed twice to the Sun, and a double image of the Sun thus 
impressed on i t ;  this was done to obtain a record of the Sun's direction of motion. I 
observed the first contact, and the Astronomer Royal then took nine photographs at  intervals 
of about 10 minutes during the first partial phase. Mr. McAJFee recorded their times by 
listening to the click, and the Astro~~omer Royal recorded them electrically with the excep- 
tion of No. 2. Professor Turner and myself timed the 2nd and 3rd contacts independently 
as shown in the Table. At the third contact when totality was over the Astronomer Royal 
commenced again, and took nine more photos of the partial phase. We timed the last 
contact, and he then observed another double Sun for orientation, thus completing his 
programme. 

27. I had with me in camp two break-circuit chronometers ; they are excellent time- 
keepers, and have steady rates, but I used the clock in preference to them for the chronogra- 
phic record, because their electric mechanism is apt to fail. As a check on the rate of the 
clock, hourly comparisons were taken between i t  and the chronometers, on the electric 
chronograph, from the time when the morning star-observations for clock-error ceased, t o  
the time when the evening star-observations commenced. 

From these comparisons the rate of the clock was found to be :- 
At  the first contact, OS.ltO losing per hour 

Do. second ,, 0 .I59 ,, )I 

Do. third ,, 0 -159 ,, JI  

Do. fourth ,, 0 el65 ,, I J 

I t  was considered advisable to  take these comparisons, because the clock was in a 
grass-hut and subjected to  a range of 50° of temperature, and doubts were entertained as t o  
whether its rate would remain constant from sunrise to sunset. 

The last column in the Table exhibits the differences, that obtained between the electric 
record and Mr. McA'Fee's notes. 

The camp at Sahdol was finally broken up on February 5th. 

* Tho exposurea for tho totnlit,y.pl~otogmpl~s were of different lengtLa and made by hand: thole for the 
partial phaso were instsntsneous and mndo by a ahutter. 



PART IV. 

28. The visitation of India by a Solar Eclipse recalls t o  our remembrance the early 
history of Astronomical Science. I n  n o  country have so many Eclipses been scientifically 
observed as in  India, in  no country have the series of observations been so long and continu. 
ous. Before Europe had emerged from barbarism, India mas calculating tlie planetary 
motions, and when Greenwich mas the home of savages, Benares was foretelling Eclipses. 
On January 22nd, 1898, the path of the lunar shadow mas strewn with the astronomers of 
Europe and America, but  where mere the representatives of Brahminism, the trustees of 
Hindu Astronomy ? 

The jungles of Sahdol abound with stone-carvings, relics of an early civilisation, of 
a great extinct city, and the Eclipse observatories, which we erected, mere surrounded by 
memorials of antiquity. The analogy between the stones and sciences mas complete, and it  
was impossible t o  avoid comparing the extraordinary vitality of moderri investigation with 
the  dying condition of Hindu Astronomy. The unmerited ridicule, to  which the latter is 
subjected in  these last days of i ts  life, is due partly to  the enigmas aud allegories, the fables 
and mysteries which enshroud its rules and data, and partly to  the enormous antiquity 
assigned to tlie creation of the world. Because the Moon's nodes, the two points where her 
path cuts the plane of the Ecliptic,-because these nodes were called Rahu and Ketu, or the 
head and tail of a mighty dragon*, the essential fact is overlooked, that their positions on the 
celestial sphere were ltnomn with precision, and that the eighteen-yearly cycle of their revolu- 
tion round the Ecliptic, obscured as i t  is to  the casual observer by the rotatory and orbital 
motions of the Earth and the Moon, had been discovered. Because the Hindus gave millions 
of years t o  the age of the World, periods so vast when compared with our date of B.C. 4004, 
the  mathematical basis underlying the millions is ignored. 

29. The fundamental error in  the Hindu system was their adoption of the Earth as 
the  centre of the universe : this error however does not greatly affect the predicted places of 
the  Sun  or Moon or even of the more distant planets; the Moon of course does revolve 
round the Earth, and the theory, that the Sun does so, though opposed to fact, is an allom- 
able mathematical hypothesis for working purposes. The prediction of Solar Eclipses is 
therefore not rendered impossible by the mistake i n  the original assumption. 

30. The Hindus discovered that  the Sun, Moon and Planets were a t  certain times 
nearer t o  the Earth than at  others, and they explained these changes by a theory of eccentric 
circles: every orbit mas taken to be a circle, but these circles mere not taken concentric; 
all the orbits encircled the Earth, but the Earth mas not located a t  any one of their centres. 

The Hindus determined the points of each orbit, that were nearest and furthest from 
the  Earth, and calculated the long periods, in  which the lines joining them, the lines of 
apsides, revolved through 360'. They also fixed for each heavenly body the two points, 
called the nodes, a t  which its inclined path cut the plane of the Ecliptic, and they measured 
the  periods in  which these nodes revolved respectively round the Ecliptic. 

31. The periods of time, that the heavenly bodies themselves took to move round 
their orbits, were measured by the Hindus as follows :- 

Hindu period Modern period 
of revolution. of revolution. 

... Moon ... 27 .3  days 27.3 days 

... Sun ... 365.25 ,, 365.25 ,, 
Mercury ... 8 8 . 0  ,, 8 7 . 4  ,, 

... Venus ... 281.6 ,, 224.25 ,, 

... Mars ... 687.0 ,, 686.0 ,, 
Jupiter ... ... 4,332.3 ,, 4,333.0 ,, 

... Saturn ... 10,765.75 ,, 10,759-0 ,, 

la European Aetrology the nodes aro personified by n dragon, Cnput Draconis being t,lw name lor the 
ascending node and Cande Dreconis for LLe deecending. In Hindu mythology a dragon is nlwaye symbolicul of dnrk- 
nees, andeclipse, and evil. 



32. The point on the globe, to  which all their data mere reduced, was an imaginary 
place named Lanka, situated on the Equator near the meridian of 78". The selection of a 
mythical point as an origin is not mathematically unsound, provided that its latitude, and 
longitude with reference to  some known observatory are stated once for all. The advantage 
to  the computer and the compiler of having the origin situated on the Equator is grcat, and 
there was probably a similar reason for the adoption of the chosen meridian. The exact longi- 
tude of Lanka in Grcenmich terms may be said to  be 78' l', because i t  was five degrees west 
of Benares observatory, which is in 83' 1'. I n  thc Surya Siddlianta are given the old 
observations made for determining the Longitude of Benares from Lanka, and thesc rather 
refute the idea, that the latter was on the meridian of Ujjain : the time of a lunar Eclipse, 
which had been prcdicted for Lanka, was observed at  Benares, and the resulting differ- 
ence between the predicted and observed times nas  exactly 20 minutes, which is equivalent 
to  5' of lo~~gitude*. The fact, that the difference of longitude between Lanka and Benares 
was exactly five degrees, is siguificaut : i t  may mean that Benares was selected for an obser- 
vatory, because i t  mas five degrees East of Lanlia, and it  may mean that the meridian 
of Lanlra, the imaginary meridian of origin, was deliberately placcd five degrees west of 
Ber~ares. I t  is clear from other observations, that the Hindus were able to observe to a far 
greater accuracy than wholc degrees, and a difference of longitude of exactly five degrees 
cannot be taken as a rough approximation. I t  is difficult to understand why the meridian of 
Benares was not made the prime meridian : i t  may possibly have been advantageous to  the 
computers and observers of those days to have the meridian of prcdiction somewhat west of 
the meridian of obscrvatiou ; or the difference of longitude may have been regarded as an 
elastic quantity, as a reserve for corrcction, capable of being changed, if future errors 
of prediction proved large. I t  is worthy of note that tllc prime meridian of India, adopted 
in 1840 by Colonel Evcrest as thc origin of modern I n d ~ a n  Geography, is within twenty 
miles of the prime meridian of the aucient civilisation. Even now thc Hindu Astronomical 
day still begins at  midnight of Lanlra, a minute earlier than midnight of KaliBnpur, the 
modern origin of thc Indian Survey. 

The Hindus observed the latitude of Benares by measuring the lengths of shadows 
at  noon on the days, n~hen the SUII was in the Equator, aud obtained the result 25' 6 ' ,  
against the value 25' 19' of the modern survey. They measured the diameters of the Sun 
and Moon by noting the time that elapsed between the first appearance of the limb on the 
horizon and the instant of the whole disc being risen, and they were aide to do this wit11 
suficie~it accuracy to learn, that both the Sun and Rlooll a t  times receded from the Earth and 
at  times approachcd. 

33. The anxiety of the Brahmins of old to  assist a future posterity has left an 
impress on all their writings, a ~ ~ d  thc great antiquity, n l ~ i c h  they assigncd to the crcation of 
the world, was probably due to a dcsirc to rccord for us ancl for evcr the resnlts of their 
astronomical observations. Instead of registering the positions of the Sun, the Moon and 
the planets, as observcd on d~ffcrent dates in  cliffcrcnt ccnturics of diffcreut cras, thcy calcu- 
lated back to a timc when all the bodies were together, and they gave O I I C  datc to all. I n  
deducing this date-thc date of the Hindu crcat~on-t11cy imagined a straight line drawl1 
from Lanka to a point in the constellation Aries, thc cquinoctial point of the Hcavcns, and 
they thcn computed the lapse of time that had occurcd since the centrcs of the Earth, 
of the Moon, of tlic Sun, of RIercury, of Trcnus, of AIars, of Jupiter ancl of Saturn, and 
also their scveral apogees, perigees and noclcs had all bcen in this liue together at thc same 
instant, If they had rcmained content with n~erely malting thcir 11nc from Lanlta to A r ~ e s  
pass throl~gh thc centres of all t l ~ c  11cnve11ly bocl~cs, thcir datc for the crcation would l~ave 
fallcri short of R.  C. 500000. But thcy 11ad tliscovcrccl thc slow motions of the lines of 
apsicles and nodcs, and these they fearlessly drtcrmincd to include in the Aries-Lanlta align- 
mcnt. I t  is therefore not surprising that their computations placrtl tlic crcation so long ago 
as B. C. 1953883103t. The datc of thc creation is Suuday, RIarcll 2211d, at midnight, 
B. C. 1956883103. 

This affords a convenient basis for computation, whilst the adoption of an ancient 
epoch as a starti116 point will introduce no error into rcsults deduced from i t :  ally error in 

A Solnr Eclil,ae ocrllrn nt different times nt diffc~.rnt, pinrrs, bot a 111nn1. E~slipsr, w l ~ r n  1 1 1 0  Moon enbers Ll~e 
Enrt,h's el~ndow, is i ~ ~ ~ l r p o ~ ~ l l s r ~ t ,  o f  nn obscrrcr'o ylncc, and is evcrynl~cre seen at 1110 ralne inntnnt,. T l ~ e  inet,~unt of 
tho Ec l~pso  wns l,l.c[Iirlrd in 1 , ~ n k n  time, nnd 1110 Bcnnrea observer ohserved iL in Uennres tilne: Lho dlff~,rence be- 
twoen t l ~ e  t , \ \ .~  t in~rs  ans  t , l~o cliffflronco e €  longit~nclo. 

t Thin nnrnber haq been obtnincd by eonvcrting the nfnnwnnterns nnd Ynaas into terma of the Christian 
era, end the uidcreal years of the  Hiudus into solar years; i t  is pcrhnpa not  rigorous. 



the calculation of this date, working back to it, will be cancelled out exactly in  working 
forward again, when a modern celestial place has to  be computed. 

The above date was determilled before the Surya Siddhanta was written, but was 
found to be not precise, when frcsh measurements of the lengths of the several cycles had 
been made. The Surya Siddhanta applies a correction :- 

Date of creation . . . . . . . . . . .. B. C. 1955883103 

Deduct the period that Brahma took to make the world . . . 17064000 years 

Date from which to calculate . . . ... ... B. C. 1938819103 

34. The Surya Siddhanta gives strict rules for calculating Eclipses, but warns pos- 
terity not t o  trust blindly to  its data, without occasional checks from direct observation of 
the places of the planets and Moon. "The science and its principles", i t  says, are always 
the same but the motions of the Sun, Moon and planets vary in  every age". The instruc- 
tion is  "always to  adopt that place which agrees with ol~servation". 

The apsidal and nodal motions, as recorded in the Surya Siddhanta, may have served 
for comput~itions in tlie remote past, but they do not give correct results now. Redetermina- 
tious have been made by Hindu Astronomers at  frequent intervals, and col.rections have been 
introduced, the periods of the apogees and nodes being generally decreased. The corrections 
cast no slur on the original observations : they are merely in  the form, for example, of our 
leap-year, and they mean in so many words, that after a certain number of cycles have 
elapsed, a sensible error has accumulated and an allowance for i t  must be made. 

I n  the Surya Siddhanta are given tables of sines, versed sines, aud solar and lunar 
equations, compiled like modern auxiliary tables. 

35. The first step i n  the prediction of an Eclipse by the Hindu method is to find the 
number of days, that have elapsed since the creation: this number counting to the first day 
of the present Hindu year is, I believe, 708,154,370,615. 

Now for a Solar Eclipse to occur two conditiol~s must be fulfilled, viz., the Moon 
must be new, and she must be in  the plane of the Ecliptic: in  other words the Moon must 
be both new and at  a node. The Hindus look for that date, on which the Sun, Moon andnode 
are all in  the same longitude, measured from the first point of Aries round the Ecliptic. 

36. To find the longitude of the Moon, they divide the number of days elapsed 
since the creation, by the time, which the Moon takes to  travel round the Ear th :  the total 
number of revolutions, which the Moon has made since the creation, they reject, and from 
the fraction left over they deduce the longitude of the Moon on thc first day of the year. 

Similarly tbey find the longitudes of the Sun and of the node by dividing the time 
elapsed since the creation by the respective periods of solar and of nodal revolution. 

37. Having found the longitudes of the Moon, Sun and node for the first day of the 
year, they calculate them forward through the months of the year, until they find by trial 
that  day on which the three longitudes nearly agree, and they then compute them exactly 
for the midnight preceding the Eclipse, allowing for the difference of longitude between 
Lanka aud the place of observation. 

38. They then deduce the exact instant when the centres of the Sun and Moon will 
be in  the same longitude, and by comparing this instant with the time of the Moou's arrival 
a t  hcr node they can tell the portion of the Sun's disc that will be obscured and the points on 
her limb, where the first and last contacts will occur. From their knowledge of thc positions 
of the two points of contact and of the relative lengths of the Sun and Moon's diameters, 
they can then calculate, how long before and how long after the exact instant of longitudinal 
coincidence the first and last contacts between the two discs take place. They are now in 
a position to  predict the time of commencement of the first partial phase and the t ime of 
termination of the last. 

39. From the known eccentricities of the orbits they can deduce the distances of 
the Sun and Moon from the Earth at  tlie time of the Eclipse, and by comparing tlie ratio 
of these distances with the ratio of the Sun and Moon's diameters, they calculate the diame- 
ter  of the Moon's shadow and penumbra at  the surface of the Earth. From the diameter of 
this penumbra, tbey can tell the kze of the terrestrial area, from which the partial Eclipse 
will be visible. 



They compute whether, a t  the central moment of Eclipse, the Moon's centre is above 
or below the Sun's with regard to Lanka, and from the distance between the two centres 
they can predict the region of the Earth from which the Eclipse will be seen. 

40. Detailed observations of the Heavens have been made by Hindu Astronomers 
at  frequent intervals since the Surya Siddhanta was written, and their results compiled in  
other books. The Grahalaghava, which is only a few hundred years old, gives data and 
rules for predicting an Eclipse by a graphical method of diagrams. The data of the Graha- 
laghava being more recent than those of the Surya Siddhanta, its predictions might be 
expected to be more accurate, though they are said by the Iiindus to  be less so. The time 
of first contact of an Eclipse couldnot now, I think, be predicted from the Surya Siddhanta 
within two hours, and the diameter of the Moon's penumbra at  the surface of the Earth 
could not now be calculated within a hundred miles*. Neither book can presume now t o  
deal with the total phase of an Eclipse: though they can foretell still with perfect propriety 
the main facts of the partial phases, i t  is absolutely beyond their powers to  prophesy even 
roughly either the duration of totality, or the terrestrial position of the central line. 

* The diameter of the penumbra in the recent Eclipse mns sufficiently large to admit of the partial Eclipse 
being visible from Siberia to Ceylon : an error of a hundred miles does not therefore denote a serious blunder i n  
prediction. 



41. If we take very long periods of time extending over millions of years, we find 
that on the average every part of the globe is visited by a total Eclipse equally often, and 

that no region. has an unfair advantage over another. On the average every town in the 
world witnesses a total Solar Eclipse once in  five centuries. 

Eclipses can be predicted by means of the Saros : the method was discovered by the 
ancient Chaldees, and mas used by Thales of Miletus to foretell the Eclipse of Rlay 213th~ 
B.C. 585. It does not appear that the old Hindus ever employed the Saros for their fore- 
casts : possibly i n  the days of Maya the mcthod Was regarded by the Brahmans as insufficiently 
exact, though i t  is a n  open question now, whether its results are not as accurate as Benares 
prophecies. 

The Saros is a period of 18 years 114 days, (or, if five leap-years chance to have 
intervened, of 18 years 104 days) at  the end of which the Earth, the Sun and the Moon are 
very nearly in  the same relative positions as a t  the beginning; it' there is an Eclipse at 

the commencement of the cycle, there mill be another at  the conclusion of it. The Sun 
and the Earth are always i n  the plane of the Ecliptic, and if the Moon remained in this 
plane also, she mould eclipse the Sun  every time that she was new. Unfortunately for 
students of the Corona, the path of the Moon is inclined to the plane of the Ecliptic, half 
her journey being ~ e r f o r m c d  above it  and half below, and it  is only twice a month that she 
is absolutely in  it. The two points, mherc she dashes through the Ecliptic plane, are called 
her nodes, and unless she is a t  a node, no Solar Eclipse can take place. A Solar Eclipse 
can only occur, if the Moon on her arrival a t  a node happens to be new. 

If on the plane of the Ecliptic we draw a line joining the Moon's two nodes, this 
line is found to revolve i n  that plane through a complete circle, once in 18  years 219 days ; if 
me then allom for the Earth's movement also, thc conditions necessary for the Saros are 
fulfilled, ant1 the period becomes 18 years 115 days. The late Eclipsc of January 22nd, 1898, 
was a return of the Eclipscs of Decemher 21st; 1843, December 31st, 1861 and January l l th ,  
1880, and there mill be future repetitions of i t  on February 3rd, 1916 and February 14th) 
1934. 

4'2. It is not t o  be assumed that a total Solar Eclipse occurs only once every 18 
years 114 days. This is the period of nodal revolution, and during that the Moon, 
when she is both new and near c r ~ o u g l ~  to the Earth to hnvc a disc largcr than the Sun, mill 
be in a node twelve timcs; thcre are thus twelve total Eclipses cvery 18 ycars 114 days*. 
I€ the date of each of these twelvc Eclipscs he notcd, there will bc au Eclipse correspond- 
ing to  each, 18  years 113 days after. The Eclipse of any ycar is a repetition of a similar 
phenomenon, which took place 18  years previously, and there mill be a recurrence 18 years 
later. 

Total Eclipses can thus be classified into tmclve families, successive Eclipscs of each 
family being separated by 18  years 11;3 days. Each of these familics is progressing slowly 
across the Eartlr, some moviug from north to  soutll, some from so11t11 to north. Each family 
origiually commeuccd as a partial Eclipse at  cithcr the north or south pole, aud at  each 
return i t  llas moved sliglitly towards the opposite polc. After rctr~rning some tvclve times 
as a partial Eclipse, a Iargcr portion of thc Son's disc being covercd at each return, each 
family has bccomc total at tllat pole, wllcre it  first appeared; a t  every sul)scqrient recur- 
rence, it  has crossctl thc Earth as a total Eclipse furtller and Pnrthcr from that pole. 
Six of the t'amilics arc moving from north to  south, a~ ld  six from south to north. I n  those 
that  comrncnccd at  t l ~ c  north polc, t l ~ c  lunar sllatlom irnpiugcs on thc Earth 200 
miles further south a t  evcry recnrrcncc, and will eventually dic out as a partial Eclipse at the 
south in the sin families tlrat originally commcuccd at  tllc south polc, crcry successive 
visitation now appears 200 milcs furthcr north than hcforc, and will contiuue to do so, till 
the Eclipse passes out into space at  the north pole. 

The life of a family eml~races 12 partial Eclip~cs at  its commcnccmcnt, 43 total 
Eclipses during its earthly progression, and 12 more partial Eclipscs at its concluuion; thrse 
67 Eclipses recur a t  intervals of 18 years 113 days, aud a family thcrcfore entlurcs for 1200 
years. 

If the new Moon, whon at s node, is not near enough to the Eurth 10 Lave o diac nppurontly largor t h n ~ ~  L I I O  
Bun, the Eclipse will be not total but annular. 



43. If  the Saros-cycles mere a whole number of days, such aa 18  ycars 11 days, or 
18 years 12 days, each successive Eclipse of auy particular family would return at  every visi- 
tation to  the same terrestrial longitude; but as the cycle is not a multiple of a day, aud 
the fraction of one-third of a day forms part of it, the meridians formerly visitcd are 8 
hours too far ahead at  the next return; the daily rotation of the Earth thus causcs every 
successive recurrence to  fall 120' in longitude further west, or one-third of the circumference 
of the Earth, and it  is only after three complete cycles have passed, viz.,  54  years 34 days, 
that a n  Eclipse returns to the same terrestrial region. 

44. There is one other fact of interest in the Saros, and that is that the duration of 
totality, though different in  different families, always remains the same for any particular 
family. The duration of totality on January 22nd, 1898 mas 2 minutes: a t  the former 
appearances of this Eclipse in  1843, 1861 and 1880 the duration was 2 minutes, and when 
it  reappears in  1916 and 1934, the duration will be 2 minutes. This is speaking generally : 
if the exact duration of totality is required, the latitude of the shadow's path on the Earth 
would have to be taken into consideration. If as was pointed out on page 2 the path 
happens to be at  the Equator, an observer is whirled round by the Earth's rotation in  the 
same direction as the lunar shadow is moving, and the latter cannot pass him by in so short 
a time, as if he were near either pole, where the rotation is slower. Two of the Eclipse 
families possess durations of 6 mir~utes of totality; they are known as the Great Eclipses and 
appeared last in  1883 and 1886: they mill recur again in  1901 and 1904. When these 
families visit the Equator, the rotation of the Earth extends their durations of totality to 7 
minutes; when they appear at  either pole, their totality is reduced to 5 minutes. 

45. To predict by the Saros method we have to make use of the following data :- 

( a )  There are twelve families of Eclipses. 

(6) In each family a recurrence takes place after 18  years 1 1 i  days. 

(c) The latitude of the path changes 200 miles at each recurrence. 
(d )  The longitude a t  each visitation is 120' further west. 

(e )  The duration of totality in  each family remains constant. 
To be able to  predict from these data we require, firsfly, to have noted the exact 

dates of the last twelve Eclipses and the terrestrial regions visited; and secondly, to  have 
ascertained from earlier Nautical Almanacs, whether the progression of a family is 
northwards or southwards across the Earth. 

46. The following table gives the twelve families, their respective durations of 
totality, their directions of progression, and the dates of their last and next visitations :- 

47. 1n the twelve charts that follow page 23, the progressions of the twelve families 
of Eclipses across the Earth are respectively illustrated, the red lines showing the tracks 

Family. 
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Last. 

May 17th) 1882 

,, 6th, 1883 

Sep. 9th) 1885 

Aug. 29th) 1886 

,, 19th, 1887 

Jan. lst, 1889 

Dec. 22nd, 1880 

Apr. 28th, 1892 

,, 16th, 1893 

Sep. 29th) 1894 

Aug. 9th) 1896 

Jan. 22nd, 1898 

Next. 

May 28th, 1900 

,, la th,  1901 

Sep. 21st, f i 0 3  

,, 9th, 1904 

Aug. 30th) 1905 

Jan. 13th) 1907 

,, 3rd) 1908 

May 9th, 1910 

Apr. 28th, 1911 

Oct. loth, 1912 

Aug. 21st, 1914 

Feb. 3rd) 1916 



of the central lines of totality. The tracks of past Eclipses have been laid down on tile 
charts from old Nautical Almanacs, and those of future Eclipses have then been drawn 
symmetrically to  the progression of the  past. The charts being constructed on MercatorJs 
projection, the distortion at  the polcs is great, aud the symmetry lost. From these charts 
the total Eclipses, that will be visible in  India i n  the future, may be roughly predicted as 
follows :- 

Chart I. This family is progressing northwards, and has now reached a latitude of 40'. 
I t  will not be seen i n  India again, except as a partial Eclipse. 

Chart 11. An Eclipse of this family, one of the families of Great Eclipses, will next 
appear on May 18th) 1901, visible in  totality from Sumatra and Borneo. I n  
A.D. 1955 i t  mill be seen as total from Ceylon, and in A.D. 2009 its central 
track will probably cross Upper India. 

Chart 111. This family is of no more interest to  India. I t  is moving southwards, and 
mill be only visible i n  future from southern seas. 

C11al.t I\'. The members of this family are known as Great Eclipses. One appeared 

i n  India i n  1868, and was observed a t  Guntlir by General Tennant. On 
September 21st, 1922, i t  mill be visible in  India again, but only as a partial 
Eclipse, its central line being then south of Ceylon. 

Chart V. An Eclipse of this family mill probably be visible in  totality in  India i n  A.D. 
1995. 

Chart V I .  No member of this family will ever be seen again as total in  India; one will 
be visible i n  Central Asia in  A.D. 1907. 

Chart V I I .  This family is moving northwards, but its progression disobeys the laws of 
movement, and future tracks are difficult of even rough prediction. An 
Eclipse of this family cannot appear in India as total before A.D. 1980, 
but one may possil~ly show itself near Quetta in  that year*. I t  was iast 
seen i n  Iudia i n  1871, when it mas observed by General Tennant in  the 
Nilgiris. 

Chart VII I .  This family has long ceased to be of interest, totality in  the future being only 
visible from the Antarctic Ocean. I t  will die at  the south pole during 
the next century, and will he replaced by a new family, the first member of 
which is expected to be born at  the north pole on June 17th, 1909, and to 
follow the track shown on Chart V I I I .  The second member of this new 
family mill be the first Eclipse visible in  England and will appear on June 
29th, 1927t. 

Chart IX.  This family has passed India i n  its southern progression, and no member of it  
wil l  be seen again in  totality. 

Chart X. This is a young family with a long life before it. One of its Eclipses will 
probably be visible as total in  India i n  A.D. 2002, and another in  A.D. 
2056. 

Chart X I  An Eclipse of this family was visible in  India in  A.D. 1734 : its last appearance 
on the earth was i n  1896, when many observers in Norway and Japan were 
disappointed by clouds. I t  will next appear in 1914, when it  will cross 
Greenland, Europe, Persia, Makriin and Sind. 

Chart X I I .  This family is moving southwards, and i t  was one of its members that appeared 
in India last January. Ar~other Eclipse of t l ~ i s  family was visible in India 
on  December 21st, 1843, mhen Calclecott observed it  on the Malahar Coast. 
Though the position of thc track, that lay in  India iu 1898, was north of the 
line, which crossed India in  1M3, the progression of the family is southwards, 
and the general position of thc 1898 track on the globe wau south of that of 
the 1843 track. Each recurrence is not exactly 120° west of the former 

and India fell in 1898 on a different part of the curve to  what it 
did in  1843. Owing to this family's disobedience of the laws of 

future predictions are difficult: Eclipses will recur i n  1916, 1%4., 1952, 
1970 and 1988, but their tracks will not cross India. 

* Cllnrt VII sllows tllnt, II tot81 Eclipse passes in 1962 near NorlL-Euateru Uurruo. 
t Mrs. Todd'e "Tots1 Eclipece of the Sun ". 



48. The Saros method of prediction enables us to say with confidence, that no total 
Eclipses will appear in India again from any of the seven following families :-I, 111, IV, VI, 
VIII, IX  and XI1 ; and i t  also shows us, that no total Eclipse from family I 1  can cross India 
before A.D. 2009, nor from family V before A.D. 1995, nor from family X before A.D. 
2002. I t  leaves us in some doubt about family VII  ; the Eclipse of A.D. 1962 will probably 
appear not far beyond our North-Eastern Frontier, and that of A.D. 1980 not far from our 
North-Western Frontier. I t  might have been thought, that family X I  had bidden us 
farewell for ever in the last century, but, in A.D. 1914, i t  will run across Greenland, 
Europe and Persia, and not stop, till it reaches the Indus between Sukkur and Kotri*. 

49. The positive information gained from the Saros is, that the first total Eclipses, 
which mill cross the Indian peninsula, will occur in A.D. 1995, 2002 and 2009, that an 
Eclipse with a duration of totality of 2 minutes will be visible in Sind on August 21st, 
1914, and that 'total Eclipses will probably be witnessed in 1962 and 1980 beyond our 
North-Eastern and North-Western Frontiers respectively. One of the Great Eclipses of 
family I 1  will occur, almost at  our doors, in 1901, being visible from Sumatra on the 18th 
of May, and i t  will recur again in Ceylon on June 20th) 1955. The Eclipse of 1914 will 
not attract Astronomers to Sind, because its track crosses Europe first, and in August 
Europe will furnish more favorable sites for observation than Sind. I t  is not likely that 
the Astronomer Royal of England will have to visit India again before A.D. 1995. 

50. Though the Saros method cannot be employed to predict details of totality, it 
is reliable for forecasts of partial Eclipses, and we mere quite safe in prophesying to the vil- 
lagers of Sahdol, that on February 25th, 1952 (or 54 years and 34 days after January 22nd, 
1898) they mill see a partial Eclipse of the Sun. 

The Saros method shows us that India will not be so favored in the twentieth 
century as i t  has been in the nineteenth : sin;e 1840 the track of a total Eclipse has crossed 
India four times. The tracks of 1843 and 1871 were almost identical, both running from 
Calicut to Palk Bay: many of the inhabitants of the Calicut, Coimbatore and Madura 
districts thus witnessed two total Eclipses in 28 years. Viziadurg has also been unduly 
favored, for it was the point on the Western Coast, where the central line of totality 
entered India, both in the total Eclipse of 1868 and in that of 1898 : the villages of Kar4d 
and Masur witnessed totality both in 1868 and 1898. The good fortune of these places 
may he measured from the fact, that London has only seen one total Eclipse since the 
twelfth century, and that i t  will not see another till the tmenty-fifth century. 

S. G. BURRARD. 

* In V o l l ~ ~ n e  I o f  the Colu lub iu~~  Kuowledge Ser~cs, Urs. Todd s h o a ~  tlie track of tlie Eclipee of 1914, 
a l ~ d  tabus i t  up to Lhe Indua. 
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A P P E N D I X .  

All persons, who kindly undertook to make hand-sketches of the Corona, were asked 
to answer six questions in writing immediately after the Eclipse. The following are the 
questions and answers : - 

1. What changes occurred in the colors of the sky, and landscape 3 

Sahdol. 

COLONEL D. W. K. BARB ... The sky and landscape were a leaden grey: there were no clouds observ- 
able during the Eclipse. 

MBS. BARR ... .em ... The sky wns light grey: during totality a dark cloud appeared to the 
eouth. 

MISS E. C. BARE ... ... The sky and landecnpc looked as when aeon by electric light. 8by oTer 
head deep blue, and the horizon lemon yellow. 

CAPTAIN A. F. PINHEY .., Wind died completely : blue haze: like f d - m o o n  light: clonds appeared 
over the hills. 

Mas. A. F. PINHEY ... ... Sky dark blue with yellowish glow on horizon: before totality no clonds 
were visiblc, but during totality a large bank of purple clouds appeared 
in the south-west: after totality there was a pinkish color visible for a 
few seconds on the east of the Moon. 

LIEUTENANT E. BARNES ... Landscape neutral t in t :  sky deep blue, except round the  horizon. 
MRS. WEIR ... ... ... General greyness. 
MAJOR-GENERAL 0. STRAHAN ... Ten minntes before totality the general color of the landscupe nvas t h e  

same as through smoked glass: the sky became leaden: a haze on t he  
horizon below the Sun. 

S IR  THOMAS HOLDICH ... YeUow on the horizon, deep purple sky: cries of " Rdm Rim " from the  
village, a flickering dancing series of shadows in bands acrofis my 
Plane-table and then totality. The shadows, tha t  danced in wavce 
across the whitc expanse of paper pinned down t o  my Plnne-table, 
took my attention off the stop-wnteh, so that I forgot t o  t ime the  
interval between tirst appearance of the Corona and totality: I waa 
quite nnprepnred for t h e  wnves. During totality there wae ample 
light to lnnke sketches by. When the Eclipse began, there was no  
cloudin the sky, but when totality supervened, a horizontal band of 
clouds appeared to  the south. I had the opportunity of comparing 
the  relative value of the dark illoon with that of the  shadows on near 
trees, and the lntter were the darker and stronger. 

MAJOR 9. 0. BURRARD ... Colors a t  totality were those of ordinary evening darkness: the  Corona 
was the lightest object visible, nnd after tha t  the horizon. 

OAPTAIN W. EWBANK ... Sky and landscape dull purple. 
CAPTAIN J. A. DEALY ... Nil. 
MRS. A. COOEE ... ... The sky mas of a lead color to  the south, and purple to  the north. 
Ma. J. B. LEVENTHORPE ... General moon-light effect: long clouds appeared over t he  hills t o  the 

sonth. 
MB. F. MARSH . . . ... I saw no coloring during totality. -- . . 

MB. A. T. GOODFELLOW ... Orel sky with pnle yellow horizon. White filmy clouds appeared five 
m'iuutes before totnlity: one and 8 half minntes before totnlity a 
darker cloud appenrcd half-wny between the whitc cloud and horizon. 

MB. G. D. OSWELL ... ... Every thing near of a yellowish tinge, distant hille indigo. 

Dumraon. 

MB. J. ECCLEB ... ... None. 

Buxar. 

COLONEL HANBURY WHITE ... Amra decpcnerl into n silver g e y  nnd then into n lenden hne: dnring 
totolily lrycre of dccp orange gradunlly changing into lead noticeable 
on horizun facing south. 

Mw. E. SCOTT ... ,,. Color of sky changed grndunlly from deep azure to leaden grey before 
totnlity. Dnring iotnlity sky nt ho~izon wtu deep orange, fading 
upwards Lhrough yellow into deep leaden color. 



2. Specify any ohanges that you saw occur in the appearance 
of the Corona. 

Sahdol. 

COLONEL D. W. K. BARR ... I noticed no change. 
... MISS E. C. BARR ... The Corona did not change. 

CAPTAIN A. F PINHEY ' . . .  Saw no chnnees. 
LIEUTENANT E. BARNES 

I n s .  WEIR ... ... 
S I R  THOMAS HOLDICH 

CAPTAIN W. EWBANK 
CAPTAIN J. A. DEALY 

MRS. A. COOKE ... 
MR. J. B. LEVENTHORPE 

YE. F. MARSH ... 
MR. BIJAYNATH BIRKAR 

MR. A. T. GOODFELLOW 
MR. G. D. OSWELL ... 
MANOHAR KRISHNA ... 

A small streamer appeared t o  issue from the Corona towards the sontb ... 
later than the other stresmers. ... Saw no change. 

The only change which I nbticed wes the appearance of a fringe of ... 
minor rays which seemed to shoot out suddenly low down to the west. 
They may have been there all through, but I do not think so. 

No change noticed. ... 
Dividing the Eclipse into three equal per iods4nriag the  middle period ... 

the  strenmers were best d e h e d  and more in  number, and the rifts 
extended almost to t h e  Noon's disc: daring the &st and third periods 
there were only the four main strenmers : daring the middle period 
minor streamers appeared to  the north-west. R i s  appeared and 
disappeared, and new ones appeared. ... Saw no change. 

The streamer to  the north-west flickered, becoming more or less diatinct ... 
and varying in  length nnd breadth. ... A large streamer to the west of the Moon's disc wss visible 8t flrst, bnt 
afterwards disappeared daring totality. ... The two large streamers on the north-east of the Moon kept fflckerlng 
and changing in length and breadth. ... The streamer to  the  west of the  Moon appeared after the others. ... dfter totality had begun, beautiful violet radial lines appeared to the 
south-west of the Corona. ... The two streamers t o  the  north-east varied in brightness. 

Dumraon. 

Ma. J. ECCLES ... ... Saw none. 

Buxar. 

COLONEL HANBURY WHITE ... I did not notice any changes. 

3. What color8 did you observe outside the red prominences? 

COLONEL D. W. K, BARR 
MRS. BARR ... .,. 
MISS E. C. BARR ... 
CAPTAIN A. F. PINHEY 
MRS. A. F. PINHEY ... 
LIEUTENANT E. BABNES 

... Mss. WEIR ... 
SIR THOMAS HOLDICH 
MAJOR 5. G. BURRARD 
CAPTAIN W. EWBANK 
CAPTAIN J. A. DEALY 

... I observed no colors. ... No colors were o b s e ~ e d .  

... One yellow ring: the stresmers were white; 

... The streamers were a dull yellow. ... The halo was of bright silver and shone like silver. ... Colors observed were electric white. 

... Saw no colors. 

... There waa a total absence of any color whatsoever in the Corona or Halo. 

... The streamers were bright white. ... The streamers were a lnminona yellow. ... Brilliant white sllver. 
MRS. A. COOKE ... ... Only white. ... ME. J. B. LEVENTHORPE None of my party conld see m y  colors, except a few who noticed red 

round the Moon and red prominences. 
... MR. F. MARSH ... No coloring. ... &la. A. T. GOODFELLOW Silvery white. 
... MR. G. D. OSWELL ... A slightly dimidshed red. 

... ... MB. J. ECCLEY None. 

Buxar. 

... COLONEL HBNBURY WHITE The streemers were white but of different degrees of hrightoeas. The 

dreamer t o  the north-west wan leest bright: the long Rtreamer to 
the south-west wes the brightent of all, and was composed of while 
rays like electric light. 

... Mas. E. SCOTT ... No red prominence seen with naked eye: with hiuocolarn I Ran' 8 
yellow light on the west side, extending to a distance of n third of the 
Moon's diameter: beyond ,that tho light wes purple. The outer edges 
of the streamers were white like electric light. 



4. Were the colors anywhere arranged in Iayers round the MwnP 

... MISS E. C. BARR 

... Mss. A. F. PINHEY 

LIEUTENANT E. BARNEB 
SIR  THOMAS HOLDICEI 

MAJOR S. G. BURRARD 
CAPTAIN W. EWBANK 
CAPTAIN J. A. DEALY 
Mns. A. COOKE ... 
BIB. J. B. LEVENTHORPE 
ME. F. MARSH ... 
Ms. G. D. OSWELL ... 

ME. J. ECCLES ... 

COLONEL HANBURY WHITE 
MBE. E. SCOTT .- 

... Saw one bright yellow ring immediately round the  black disc of the 
Moon, otherwise no layers. 

... The silver halo waa arranged in layers round the  Moon, if she had a 
cloth of silver wrapped round her. 

... No. ... Tbe i m t m t  totality wss over, the  sky colors became arranged In Iayers- 
pink, purple, yellow--and the  colors were precisely the  same ae I have 
been in the  habit of applying to the  o r d i n q  ef€ecta of sunnet on  the  
eastern horizon on a clem day. ... A white layer smounded  the  Moon. ... No colors in layers. 

... A layer of silver all round the Moora 

... N u  ... A few of my party noticed red r m d  the  Moon. ... An extra bright halo encircled the  Moon, of greeter brightness than the 
streamers. ... Violet t o  the  south-west. 

... No, 

Buxar. 

... Could not see. ... Yes, in layers, only visible with b i ~ ~ ~ ~  

5, Were the colors a n m e r e  arranged radi- T 

Sahdol. 

MRS. BARR ... ... 
MISS E. C. BARR ... 

... MBS. A. F. PINHEY 
LIEUTENANT E. BARNES 
SIR THOUAS HOLDICH 

MAJOR S. BWBBAnD 
CAPTAIN W. EWBANK 
CAI'TAIN J, A. DEALY 
MRS. A. COOKE ... 
NR. J. B. LEVENTEOBPE 
M.B. G. D. OSWELL ... 

Five electric r e p  were seen radially. 
Saw no colors arranged radielly, only the  white streamers from the halo. 
The colors were nowhere radial. 
No, 
The streamers that formed the Corona were all radial: they were like the  

phenomena of the Aurora A multitude of shafts of white light 
appeared to me to be separated by thin lines of shadow. 

The streamers were redid. 
No radial colors. 
Silver r q a  radiating. 
No. 
.No. 
Violet radial lines to the south-west, and red colore in ridgee to the  

north-east. 

ME. J. ECCLES ... ... Some slanting lines, but none radial. 

Buaar. 

COLONEL HANBURY WHITE ... Could not see. ... Mas. E. 8COTP ... Could not say. 



0. Did the dark rifts extend down to the Moon, or did they stop short 
before reaching it ? 

Sahdol. 

COLONEL D. W. K. BARE ... 
MISS E. C. BARR ... ... 
MRS. A. F. PINHEY ... ... 
LIEUTENANT E. BARNES ... 
SURQEON-LIEUT-COLONEL WEIR 
MAJOR S. G. EURRARD ... 
CAPTAIN W. EWBANE ... 
CAPTAIN J. A. DEALY ... 
MBS. A. COORE ... ... 
MR. J. B. LEVENTHORPE ... 

... Ma. Q. D. OSWELL ... 

Ma. J ECCLES 

The dark rifts did not reach the disc of the Moon. 
Tbe dnrk rifts stopped short nt the Corona and clid not reach the Moon. 
The dark 1.ifts did not extend to the Moon. 
The dork lifts did not extend down to the Moon. 
One dark 1st on the sonth-east extended to the Moon'e disc. 
No rifts extended to the Moon. 
No f i l s  exbended to t,he Moon. 
The rifts va~ied:  near the centre of totality they nearly reached the 

Moon. 
No rifts seen. 
Rifts stopped short and did not reach the Moon. 
One dnrk rift appeared within the immediate neighboarhood of the 

Moon. 

Dumraon. 

... ... No. 
Buxar. 

COLONEL HANBURY WHITE ... I only need the naked eye and could not answer this. 
Mae, En-SCOTT ... ... Couldn't say. 
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